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USD's latest style

See page 9

Volume XXIV

Journalists
debate Middle
East Conflict
USD Public Relations
Six panelists moderated by KNSDTV Anchorman Marty Levin will
discuss the media coverage of the
Middle East Crisis this Tuesday,
October 2 at 7pm. The event which
is sponsored by USD and the Soci
ety of Professional Journalists, is
open to the public in the UC, Forum
AB.
Members of the panel will include;
Sig Mickelson, first President of
CBS News, Tim Mayer, City
Editor Blade-Citizen, Oceanside,
Susan Farrell, reporter for KNSDTV Channel 39.
Also attending will be Meir
Zamir, visiting professor at the
Department of History, SDSU, Bill
Osborne, Asst. Managing Editor,
San Diego Tribune, and Cmdr.
Douglas Schamp, Public Affairs,
Naval Base, San Diego.
The question and answer style
discussion is a part of the Society of
Professional Journalism's Project
Watchdog Series and admission is
free.

Alumni Volleyball
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Just do it!

by Jackie Aussie
According to Baker, Hussein was
"Stand up for what is right and born to a British peasant family in
though you may be the only one Iraq. When he was 14 years old he
standing, you can change this coun killed a British soldier, and at 22 he
try." This is the message William attempted a political assassination.
Baker gave to a crowd of about 350 Baker spoke of Hussein as astrong
people in the UC Forum Tuesday individual who will not be intimi
evening, September 18.
dated by the US because he's "not
"Call the talk shows, speak up and the type to roll over and submit."
"He's a tough, tough hombre,"
say, 'I'm here, and I care about
those who are oppressed and cannot said Bakerreferring to how Hussein
once removed abulletfrom his own
be heard."'
Baker's message of encourage hand with a pen knife.
Baker expressed the need for the
ment to young people to fight igno
rance in America comes at a time public to educate themselves and
when nearly 200,000 American find out the "real" facts. For ex
military men are stationed overseas ample, Hussein graduated from law
preparing for war in the Persian school, he's a voracious reader, a
shrewd politician and not particu
Gulf.
Baker, author of 'Theft of a Na larly religious.
Baker spoke of how Hussein has
tion", met with Saddam Hussein in
1989 in Baghdad. According to done positive things as President of
Baker, the name Saddam means Iraq, such as reducing unemploy
ment. Baker stated, "[Hussein] is
"one who confronts" in Arabic.
Baker emphasized the habit of the devoted to the Iraqi peopleand will
media to "overlook" particular facts die for them."
Baker asks, how can peace be
about individuals in order to influ
ence the public opinion. One per possible when Americans are beson in particular: Saddam Hussein. continued on page 2

photo by Michael Spengler

William Baker has spoken with
Saddam Hussein in the last year,
as well as the leaders of several
other major powers.
Baker
encouraged the students of USD
to educate themselves on
internationalaffairsandstandup
for what they believe.

Sigma Pi awaits
punishment for
Rush offenses

by Paula M. Marcheschi
Seeing Europe is one way some
USD students will be earning
business credits this intersession and
summer.
USD participates in an open
seminar program with International
Business Seminars (IBS), an
organization that coordinates tours
of Europe including seminars and
workshops in each country visited.
USD students can earn up to three
undergraduate units travelling
around Europe to seminars in Paris,
Brussels, Geneva, Heidleberg,
Cologne, and Amsterdam covering
current international topics.
The program is available during
intersession and summer session.
This year will include seminars
presented by the Hong Kong
Departmentof Industry, DuPontde
Nemours International, the Swiss
Bank Corp, and RJ Reynolds.
"The overall purpose,"writes IBS,
"is to allow the participants to be
exposed to the international business
environment and practices outside

by Chris Orr
In the midst of a dry Rush over a
week ago, Sigma Pi fraternity was
found guilty of several violations of
Rush rules which may result in
severe penalties. The case will go
before the Intra Fraternity Council
(IFC) Judicial Board in two weeks.
In addition to serving alcohol at a
party prior to an IFC barbeque,
Sigma Pi was also found guilty of
advertising an alcoholic party
(MASH Bash) on campus during
Rush week.
The IFC Rush Committee met last
week to decide on the penalties to
be issued. Some of the penalties
handed down included1imits to the
size of future pledge classes, com
munity service for each member,
and probation for the fraternity
which, if violated, could result in
the loss of their Spring pledge class.
Upon receiving the sanctions
imposed by the Rush Committee,
Sigma Pi promptly filed an appeal
with Dean of Student Affairs Tho
mas Burke, claiming that the fraternity had been denied due process.
In the appeal, Sigma Pi President,
Glenn Hickok, claimed that Sigma
Pi "was not and still has not been
formally charged with the charges
it has already been found guilty
of...and in the relative swiftness that
the proceedings came to be, did not
allow for proper investigation of
the facts."
The appeal also claimed that other
fraternities wereguilty of violations
and were not being prosecuted.
Dean Burke reviewed the case,
granted the appeal and remanded
the case to the IFC Judicial Board.
He felt that the initial sanctions
handed down by theRush Committee weren't practical and that there
was some question as to whether or
not the IFC followed its own guide
lines in the case.
Burke also wanted to hold the case
until Rush was over to keep confu
sion toaminimum. He feels that the
speed with which it was handled did
not accomplish that.
Burke did say that the facts of the
case were not in dispute and that the
violations did occur, but there is a
question of how the penalties are to
be implemented.

continued on page 3

continued on page 3
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USD's own Leo Ronces shoots one past Cal State Fullerton's goalie during Sunday's
game. The game concluded 4-0. The soccer team remains undefeated after 10 games,
four of which they have tied. See story page 15.

Baker asks, "Is Peace Possible?"

See page 17

Business students
can study abroad
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Speaker draws crowd of 350 Hibernate for the Homeless
continued from page 1

coming involved in theSaudi - Iraq conflict?
"It's our continued delusions that we can be
a world power and dominate - that is what is
fueling the animosity."
"In 1973, we openly supported Isreal with
oil. Here it is, 1990, and we now have
130,000 troops,navy ships, and personnel in
Saudi Arabia.. "What happened in 17ycars?,"
Baker asked. "...Politics got involved."
"Kuwait is an Arab issue, we should let the
Arabs solve it. Instead, all we want is to kill
the Arabs. We have such an outpouring of
hate against the Arabs - in the press, the
media, and entertainment. That is discrimi
nation. That is prejudice. I'm ashamed of
America. The US thinks it can be an
international police.
Who elected us to judge the world and force
our beliefs on them? The US has no business
tell ing other countries how to run themselves.
Our founding fathers, George Washington,
Thomas Jefferson said to avoid foreign
intervention."
A proposal and to begin drilling, to start
pumping oil from Louisiana was Baker's
solution.
Baker believes that the only way to end die
Middle East conflict and to "make Saddam
pay,"is by turning to the resources within our
own country. "We cannot continue todepend
on foreign oil."
Baker also had many predictions about the
future concerning the crisis overseas.

by Patty O'Connor
Have you noticed how the night air is just
"Our troops in Saudi Arabia are going to
get blasted and we're going to lose thou a little bit chillier? If you haven't, rest
sands. This nation will be in mourning from assured the homeless have. So, what are you
coast to coast. If we had just given them at going to do about it?
least a week to solve the problem on their
This Friday night, from 7pm to midnight on
own...we knew Saddam wasn't planning to the Soccer Field, you can enjoy the music of
attack Saudi Arabia."
USD's own Paul Abbott, the moviQIndiana
Hussein will "fight to the last drop of blood," Jones and the Last Crusade, activities and
and it's going to be an "all out war." Baker food—all while you Hibernate for the
believes we will defeat them but in the future Homeless.
we will suffer because, he predicts there are
Bring a blanket or buy one for $5 at the
going to be cultural barriers and terrorist Blanket Booth in frontof Cross-Roads. "You
bombings.
Concerning the weapons, Baker says if we
are fearful of "the chemical weapons they
have, we need to be just as fearful or legiti
mately concerned about our own warehouse
of chemical weapons, which is larger than
by Scott Stanfield
that of Iraq. Wouldn't anyone use all that
A
woman's
purse with a patchwork pattern
they have to fight back and survive?
in
shades
of
brown was reported missing
"I believe we will take Saddam down, but
from
classroom
210 in S ierra Hall. The purse
he will take as many Americans as he can
contained
credit
cards and checks, as well as
down with him. Islams honor life and they
$9
in
cash.
won't bend—they will respond with all they
A wallet was reported missing by the
have.
preschool.
The wallet, bright red, and similar
Baker has lived in Jerusalem, where he
to
a
clutch
purse,
contained credit cards and
received his undergraduate degree and
$30
in
cash.
learned Arabic. Healso attended the Cincin
A black wallet was reported missing. It
nati Bible College for seminary and is a
contained
fifty dollars in cash and a Visa
combat rincon marine.
card.
The
card
had been used in the 24 hours
He has studied the "Koran", which he says
after
the
victim
had
discovered it was missing.
holds the basic ingredients to knowing the
On
9/21
a
collision
involving a 1987 BMW
conflict in the Middle East.

UNIVERSITY OF CAUFORNIA,SAN DIEGO

There's a Place for You
on the Legal Team

Assistant
P ' 0gram

The legal assistant who works as part of the legal
team plays an important role in the delivery of
legal services. The job responsibilities are as
varied as a law firm's practice. UCSD Extension
offers both a daytime and evening Legal Assistant
p g that prepares you to enter the field.
r0

ram

.ABAapproved
• Courses are taught by members of the Bar
and practicing legal assistants
• Instruction in computerized legal systems
• Geared to those who have already earned a
degree
• Tuition can be paid on an installment basis
(daytime program)
Information meetings and free aptitude tests are
scheduled for November 3,9 a.m.-noon and No
vember 7,5:30-8 p.m. Phone 534-6353, X421 to
reserve a space and for more information.

Phone 534-6353, X421 for

relax while you help others stay warm.

Crime Watch

UCSDEXTENSDN

Legal

can sit on this blanket, sleep on it or wrap
your friends up in it," says Brian Mulhall,
project coordinator. Once the evening is
over, donate your blanket so it can be given
to a shelter for the homeless.
According to Mulhall, the blankets will be
donated to the Storefront, a shelter for
homeless teenagers, and to other shelters if
enough blankets are available.
The event is sponsored by Residence Life,
RPM and AS. All students are welcome to
participate. So, join us and help yourself

HUMUUUmmIHHHI

and a Blue VW occurred on Marian Way.
On 9/22 a car alarm on a Black Chrysler
Lebaron Convertible went off in the Bahia
Loma West Parking Area. The owner, found
glass and a broken beer bottle by the car.
Two dents were found, one on the hood and
one on the fender. Saliva was found on the
hood and the passenger window.
On 9/23 a 1980 Volkswagen hit a parked
Honda in the Camino/Founders parking lot.
On 9/23 an unattended 1981 Mazda was
struck on the left side in the Phase B Parking
lot.
On 9/23 an unattended 1986Toyota was hit
in Bahia garage.

HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUTURE DEPENDED ON n.

B

ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,000 more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security—so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth—so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity—to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXACTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essen
tial to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*

CALL 1-800-842-2776
TO FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.
Experience. Performance. Strength^
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

UJ
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Legal Research Center dedicated to
Katherine M. and George M. Pardee

Pi's face punishment
for several violations
continued from page 1
Burke did warn Sigma Pi that by appealing
and delaying the process, future sanctions
could be more severe than the previous
penalty.
When asked to comment on the matter,
StudentOrganizationsadvisorReubcnMitchell noted that "everything that has happened
is an opportunity for IFC to become selfregulating. Student Affairs is trying to give
them the opportunity to do this, to be selfregulating and I hope this will occur."
One fraternity member commented, "I think
that the IFC is handling this really well. 1 am
sorry that the Rush Board was unable to
resolve the situation, but I have confidence
that the IFC will impose appropriate sanc
tions."

IBS Programs...
continued from page 1
the US...it provides insight into the cultural,
social, and political environments of each
country visited."
Students who are interested the programs,
itineraries, prices or more information should
contact USD Professor, Dr. Daniel Rivettiat
x4844.

by Patty O'Connor
Honored speakers, distinguishedguests, and
flowers were abundant at the official open
ing of the completed Legal Research Center
which was dedicated to Katherine M. and
George M. Pardee.
The opening to the public was complete
with a keynote speaker from the Law Librar
ian of Congress, Kathleen Price.
Price mentioned that when she first viewed
the renovation of the library two years ago,
she was 'skeptical' because of the rising
standards of the legal profession. She did not
know "whether the addition could respond to
the changing program."
However, during her dedication speech she
concluded that the Legal Research Center
has put itself "on the Legal Research map."
"You know there is a community of schol
ars here," Price continued, praising the
Center's "first rate library staff."
Price stated that the Center is not just for
law students, but it "is the pride of the com
munity [for] all citizens to have the right to
this legal information."
Earnest Hahn, major benefactor for the
University Center, spoke on behalf of the
Pardees, who donated 2.5 million dollars, the
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single largest gift in the history of the Law
School.
Hahn said he "recognized the integrity of
[George Pardee] and the way he conducted
his business" when they met three decades
ago. Of the Pardees, Hahn stated that they
made a "formidable team...and beautiful
alliance."
Pardee spoke briefly on the Center saying
that the new facility would aid in"the knowl
edge, value and skills" of those who take
advantage of it. 'The Legal Research Center
is not just a Law Library," he continued, "it
is on the cutting edge of technology."
After presenting Mrs. Pardee with a large
bouquet of flowers, Marty Jaquez, a second
year law student, gave a brief commentary
from the student's point of view.
Jaquez expressed the gratitude of those who
"will directly reap the benefits" of the new
Center, adding that now Law students will
have the "silence that is both cherished and
respected" in a Law Library.
He observed that the center will be a place
where "minds meetand ideas clash." Jaquez
concluded by asking, "who knows what
this...building will produce?"
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photo by Chris McNulty

Katherine M. and George M. Pardee stand
in front of the Legal Research Center.
A surprise was in store for the distinguished
guests of the dedication ceremony when
Bishop Maher took the spotlight to make a
few remarks.
Maher spoke fondly of the Pardee's and
their "great generosity and love for the uni
versity."
The ceremony was completed with a tour of
the center and a reception for the guests.
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LISTEN TO

SATURDAY.

SEPTEMBER 22

t

MAGIC 102,1

10 AM - 10 PM 7ft

THE "DYNATONES"
& FIREWORKS

'

f7

FOR DETAILS \
\V \/ A
V

FRIDAY,

SEPTEMBER 28
3PM-7 PM

Miller Genuine Droft

"THE PALADINS'
'SHIIOH"

WATCH FOR THE

MULTIPLE
SCLEROSIS
UGLY BARTENDER
CONTEST WINNERS
MILLER BREWING COMPANY
REMINDS YOU TO PLEASE:

MISSION
BEACH

Join Miller Genuine Draft, celebrate
the 1990 Cold Front Countdown
coming to San Diego and Oceanside
this September
Details of each Celebration as is follows:

Oceanside Harbor - Sat., Sept. 22nd
10 am-10 pm Featuring "The Dynatones"
and Fireworks at Night
Mariner's Point - Friday, Sept. 28th 3-7 pm
Featuring "The Paladins" & "Shiloh"
Introduction of Miller Genuine Draft Cold
Patrol
Winners of the Multiple Sclerosis Ugly
Bartender Contest will be Announced
FREE Entertainment provided by
Miller Genuine Draft
* Food, alcoholic beverages,and soda available
* Plenty of SNOW on the beach

For More Party Details, Listen To

MAGIC 102.1
Miller Brewing Co.,Milwaukee,WI
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VISTA
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ESTABLISHED 1961
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

CHRIS ORR

ADVERTISING MANAGER
EAST HARADIN

NEWS
PATTY O'CONNOR
STAFF
OPINION
JONATHAN CANEDO
INSIDE ALCALA....RENEE BUKOVCHIK
Juan J. Alfonso, Tara Allgood, Kristine Ashton, Jackie Aussie,
SCENE
JENN MESSINA Camille Barbara, Jon Barrett, Jennifer Blandford, Brian
ENTERTAINMENT
JEFF FLUHARTY Brokoswi, Summer Brown, Saundra Canedo, Murphy Canter,
Norman Choi, Dan Claar, Kristin Curry, Nicole Dauphinee,
OFF-BEAT
KENT SLIGH
Donna DiMatteo, Kyla Duckworth, John Dworzak, Todd
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1
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The rise of the tenured radical
by Roger Kimball
It is no secret that the academic
study of the humanities in this coun
try is in a state of crisis. Proponents
of deconstruction, feminist studies,
and otherpolitically motivated chal
lenges to the traditional tenets of
humanistic study have by now be
come the dominant voice in the
humanities departments of many of
our best colleges and universities.
There are, of course, differences
and even struggles among these
various groups. But seen from the
perspective of the tradition they are
seeking to subvert— the tradition of
high culture embodied in the clas
sics of Western art and thought —
they exhibit a remarkable unity of
purpose. Their object is nothing less
than the destruction of the values,
methods, and goals of traditional
humanistic study.
Princeton University's Elaine
Showalter, for example, has called
for a "complete revolution" in the
teaching of literature in order to
enfranchise "gender as a fundamen
tal category of literary analysis."

The University of Pennsylvania's
Houston Baker touts theBlack Power
movement of the nineteen-sixties as
a desirable alternative to the "White
Western" culture he sees enshrined
in the established literary canon.
And Duke University's Fredric
Jameson propounds a Marxist vi
sion of criticism that promises to
"liberate...us from the empirical
object."
What we see throughout the work
of these and many other academics
is a thoroughgoing animus to the
traditional values of Western thought
and culture.
The institutionalization of the radi
cal ethos in theacademy has resulted
not only in an increasing ignorance
of the humanistic legacy. Instead of
reading the great works of the past,
students watch movies and peruse
second- or third-rate works dear to
their ideological cohort; instead of
reading widely among primary texts,
they absorb abstruse commentaries,
resorting to primary texts only to
furnish illustrations for their pet,
critical "theory."

Since many professors have been
the beneficiariesof the kind of tradi
tional education they have rejected
and are denying their students, it is
the students themselves who are the
real losers in this fiasco. Presuma
bly, they enrolled in a liberal arts
curriculum in thefirst place because
they wished to be educated.
After four years they will find that
they are ignorant of the tradition and
that their college education was
largely a form of ideological indoc
trination.
The issues raised by the politicization of the humanities have applica
tion far beyond the ivy-colored walls
of the academy. The denunciations
of the "hegemony" of Western cul
ture and liberal institutions that are
sounded so insistently within our
colleges and universities these days
are not idle chatter.
They represent a concerted effort
to attack the very foundations of the
society that guarantees the independ
ence of cultural and artistic life —
including the independence of our
continued on page 5

Poverty; everywhere you want to be?
by Murphy Canter
Sunday night I was watching "60
Minutes." They were showing a
story about the poorest place in
America; a place in Mississippi
where infants are less likely to
survive their first year than infants in Mexico or Haiti.
In addition, they were profiling
the only doctor in the town. She
was a nun who became a doctor
afterbatdingadiseasethatcrippled
her for seven years. She ran the
only clinic in town, with the help
of four other nuns, and had to
depend on donations and sample
medicine from nurses in otherparts
of the country.
Right after the last shot of the
worst poverty in America went
off, a commercial for Visa came
on.
This commercial depicted the
city of San Francisco, or rather,

parts of San Francisco like Pacific
Heights, Jackson Heights, and Nob
Hill.Itranthroughtheseplacesuntil
we ended up at the Fog City Diner, a
very yuppie, very expensive seafood
restaurant. The catch phrase, as I'm
sure you've heard, is "...they don't
take reservationsand they don' t take
American Express."
So what's the opinion?
Well, I'm not going to advocate
that Visa send a dime from every
dollar spent to Mississippi, or that
the government subsidize seafood
shipments to San Francisco or Mississippi. What I am asking you to do
is reconsider your position in life.
Now that doesn't mean I want you
to become a nun and go to medical
school in Bangladesh, or that I want
you to rip up your Visa card in a
show of support for Mexican infants, Ijustwant you to rethink your
goals and examine the principles

they're based on.
You see, it occurred to me that
"60 Minutes" and Visa were both
representing lifestyles. It can be
said that either lifestyle is an extreme, but they were presented in
a way that made Visa the ideal or
the one to strive for and "60 Minutes" some sort of freak thing,
Now, these two are merely choices
amongst an infinite array of lifestyles, none ofwhich are mutually
exclusive, but it says something
that the heads of thenetwork didn't
see anything wrong with playing a
Visa commercial afterastory about
the worst American poverty,
It says something thatl've probablyseenthissortofthingahundred
times and didn't see it myself,
Maybe it's because I'm a lot like
you, I'm in college to get a good
enough job to afford a mansion in
continued on page 5

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
I write to take issue with the house
editorial in the September 20,1990
VISTA entitled "Administration's
silence is deafening."
The editorial describes a VISTA
reporter's attempts to "learn the
facts" about what had occurred in
what was described by "sources
contacted by the VISTA" as an
incident with marijuana use in Maher
Hall.
As one contacted by Bo Rothwell
about this "incident" I stated that I
was precluded from discussing the
"incident." Page 58 of the Student
Code of Rightsand Responsibilities,
SectionlVD. "Disciplinary Records"
states the reason the incident could
not be discussed: Records of
individuals processed thru University
disciplinary proceduresshall remain
confidential, subject to the provisions
of the Family Education Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974. Disposition of
cases involving organizations is in
the public domain.

The editorial goes on to discuss
"the assault which took place in the
Alcala Vistaapartment complex last
year." Itstates"at first, the University
was reluctant to talk at all about the
attack" and "the administration
seemed paralyzed by the incident."
As the administrator responsible
for notifying the University
community it should be noted that a
description of the alleged attacker
was in the hands of students and staff
members were notified within 24
hours.
In both instances theeditorial draws
the conclusion that there is an
administrative preoccupation with
the University's image. In fact other
conclusions are available and in both
these instances the balance of
informing the community when it
was necessary and appropriate and
recognizing and respecting the right
to privacy was achieved.
Sincerely,
Skip Walsh
Director of Residence Life

Baker's talk misrepresents facts
by Jonathan Canedo
that he will stop at almost nothing to
Last week William Baker, author impose his will.
of "Theft of a Nation," spoke in the
Baker's assertion that the crisis is
UC Forum about the current Persian solely an Arabissue, however, is not
Gulf crisis. Unfortunately, from the the most upsetting aspect of his
beginning of his talk, Baker repeat speech. Baker attempted to turn the
edly distorted the facts in order to US response into an example of
simply present his own ideological discrimination and prejudice on the
agenda.
part of the United States.
Besides being misguided, Baker's
While discrimination does exist in
views are dangerous for the United the United States,it was not an factor
States and the world if theyare widely in the decision to help defend Saudi
accepted. The most troubling of his Arabia. A hope to prevent a widen
views is that the crisis is simply an ing of the crisis and keep a danger
Arab issue.
ous, meglomanical individual from
"We should let the Arabs solve it," obtaining a hegemony over the Gulf
Baker declared. He further added was the overriding factor.
that "all we (Americans) want is to
Baker also attempted tojustify many
kill the Arabs."
of Hussein'sactions by talking about
With those two statements Baker his childhood and other aspects of
gives upsetting succor to Saddam his life. Buthowdoanyaspectsofan
Hussein's brutal regime. If left solely individual's life justify conducting
to the Arabs to solve, the Iraqi army the most brutal purges since Stalin
would of already overran Saudi died or launching an invasion of a
Arabia. The Arab nations, espe small defenseless neighbor?
cially Saudi Arabia, have nowhere
Baker could of given an extraordi
the military to resist an Iraqi attack nary and informative talk on the
by themselves.
issues confronting us in the Persian
And between gassing his own citi Gulf. Unfortunately, he gave us
zens and waging a brutal ten year only his narrow, ideological view of
war against Iran, Hussein has shown the world.

NOTICES
The VISTA is published Thursdays during the school year, breaks excepted.
It is written and edited by students of the University of San Diego and is
funded in part by the AS.
Editorial opinions expressed in the VISTA do not reflect those of the
University of San Diego, the faculty, or the student body.
Letters should be addressed to "Letters to the Editor," USD VISTA, Alcala
Park, San Diego, CA. 92110. Letters should include a name and telephone
number for confirmation, which will be omitted at the author's request.
The VISTA also accepts unsolicited commentary on topics not previously
discussed in these pages.
The VISTA reserves the right to edit all submissions for length, grammar, and
libelous content.
Advertising material published is for informational purposes only, and is not
to be construed as an express or implied endorsement or verification of such
commercial ventures by the staff, the AS, or the university.
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Tenured professors
continued from page 4
institutions of higher education.
Indeed, behind the transformations contem
plated by the proponents of feminism, deconstruction, and the rest is a blueprint for a
radical social transformation that would revo
lutionize every aspect of social and political
life, from the independent place we grant high
culture within society to the way we relate to
one another as men and women.
It is precisely for this reason that the tradi
tional notion of the humanities and the estab
lished literary canon have been so violently
attacked by politically correct-thinking aca
demics. As the cultural guardians of the ideals
and values that Western democratic society
has struggled to establish and perpetuate, the
humanities also form a vast impediment to the
radical vision of their new academic enemies.
The overheated rhetoric and pose of belea
guered defiance that oneregularly encounters
in the academy may suggest that those railing
against, say,"European dominance"or "white,
male WASP hegemony" are isolated figures
on the margins of academic power.
Unfortunately, the opposite is the case. Far
from being a besieged minority, such profes
sors represent the new establishment of ten
ured radicals. Often they are among the most
highly paid professors — the professors for
whose services our leading universities bid
against each other in little-published contests.
Nor is the influence of these professors
confined to the present moment. At many
prestigious institutions, they are precisely the
people helping to shape the future by making
faculty appointments,overseeing promotions,
and devising the educational program in the
humanities — efforts at self-propagation that
virtually assure their continued dominance
for another generation.
The truth is that when the children of the
sixties received theirprofessorships and deanships, they did not abandon the dream of
radical cultural transformation; they set out to
implement it.
Now, instead of attempting to destroy our
educational institutions physically, they are
subverting them from within.
Over the last two decades, what we have
witnessed in American higher education is
nothing less than the rise of a new academic
establishment, the establishment of tenured
radicals.

Extended lab, library hours needed
by Juan M. Gonzalez

Attention! Attention! Mr. President, Board
of Trustees, and honorable faculty members.
I am concerned about the university's
educational resources. As a full-time student
I find it to be tremendously difficult to manage
my time.
The two main reasons are going to class and
also holding a job throughout the week. By
the time I complete my last class for the day,
go to dinner, and finish work I am faced with
a battle for time. Time is the most precious
commodity for a student and how a student is
able to utilize that time is crucial for a successful
college career.
But the issue I am getting at is that student's
educational resources on campus are being
taken away at certain times. The two most
important resources to a student are the library
and the computer labs.
These two elements will be the decisive

Poverty
continued from page 4
Pacific Heights and go to the Fog City
Diner and say, "Don't worry, I've got
them both." All the while children in
Mississippi are considered lucky to be
two years old.
No, this isn't the part where I tell you to
be happy with what you've got and never
complain and feel guilty for having nice
things, that's up to religion, because 1
think you should always try to be as
happy as. you want. But I also think
maybe we should all stop on our mad
rush to the Leachian lifestyle and con
sider that we, while being the most im
portant individual,are not the only ones.
So maybe while you're sitting in your
QBA class or your Comm. Theory class
consider this: I'm in college to get a
better job to buy a mansion and go to nice
places and drive a nice car and make a
positive difference in the lives of people
less fortunate.
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factor in how a student will do in their classes
as they represent essential needs for students.
As for myself I have to say that I am deprived
from needed studying time because the Copley
Library closes too early. Why can't Copley
stay open one more hour Monday through
Thursday? Or stay open until 9pm on Friday
and Saturday to accommodate the needs of
students?
Other changes could take place in the
computer labs' hours. The computer labs now
close as early as 10pm. That is very early for
students who have large amounts of work that
needs to be completed. There are many
students every night still feverishly working
on thecomputers who are forced to quit because
of the labs' hours.
Most universities around the country have
computer labs open on a twenty-four hour
basis. This benefits students in that students

aren't rushed to complete their work or forced
to quit because it is time to close.
It is evident that time is the main problem for
students who struggle to fit classes and work
in their busy schedules. This university
deprives us students of lots of valuable time.
In order for USD to compete with the top
universities around the world someone should
take the initiative to make available the
educational resources here on campus available
to the students' needs.
We have the right to study at night or
sometimes we are forced to do so. But, what
ever is the reason we should have access to
what we need. We are a university, an
educational institution, where resources should
be accessible for thestudents' convenience. If
these actions were to be implemented, I feel
that the University of San Diego would really
be on top academically.

The pit, parking, and safety
by Tamara Tuite
Although I was anxious to
launch myself into the new
semester, I was not looking
forward to the parking
situation. So I intentionally
went to class early. After
parking in the "the pit," I
began my hike up to Olin
Hall. It was at this moment
when a familiar feeling
pervaded my thoughts.
Has anyone ever wondered
why USD students have to
walk through the dirt in order
to get to the next level in the
"the pit?" USD has placed
stairs and paths all over the
remaining parts of campus,
so why does this one section
lack easy access?
Day after day, I have to
climb up the hill. The hills
may be little, yet the size does not dictate any
amount of safety. Girls, have you ever tried to
walk up to campus or down to your car in high
heels? Or how about thongs?
One point I am insinuating is that theabsence
of public amenities is a great liability to USD.
I do not know if anyone has ever injured
themselves on these hills, but I do know that I
do not feel safe when I have to walk down to
the second or third level to reach my car.
One might tell me, and other people, to walk
around each level on the paved road, but this
would take too long, especially if late for an
appointment or class. You may call me lazy
for taking this viewpoint, but ask anyone who
has ever parked in "the pit" before and they
will tell you the same story.
Furthermore, with all the safety precautions
USD has taken in the past year, I am surprised
that "the pit" is not a scheduled stop for the
tram. Frequently I come out of a night class
and have to walk alone to my car which I had
parked earlier.
With the stress of classes, I do not need the
additional worry of becoming a future rape
victim, or worse, a murder's victim. It would
be nice to know that I have a one hundred
percent chance of reaching my car safely. I am
not asking that USD have the tram stop in "the

pit" throughout the entire day, but perhaps at
dusk the tram could make this an extra stop if
necessary.
This situation is not only a matter of safety
and inconvenience for students; one also has
to consider the environmental effects. In
today's world, mankind's activities are altering i
the atmosphere to the extent that the climate of
the future may be drastically changed.
Ironically, the technologies which have
advanced our standard of living are also
responsible for the recent concern for the
environment.
It is the trees and shrubbery which remove
carbon dioxide from the air through
photosynthesis. Walking over the soil will
eventually erode any living plants and trees
which are now present in "the pit" and»
contribute to the "greenhouse effect."
Since San Diego is not known for a vast
amount of trees, changing land-use patterns
will help the climate prosper in the future. By
placing stairs in a few strategic spots in "the
pit" and landscaping the dirt areas, USD could
feel ethically good because they willbe helping
our generation ensure that succeeding
generations inherita habitable earth. And the
students will gain a safer and easier way to
reach the main campus.
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Forget the flab-get fit!
by Sheila Kube
Exercise... who me?
Whether we want to do it or not, keeping fit
is an essential part of our lives in order to stay
healthy and maintain a desired figure.
For most people, it is not a question of "Do
I have to exercise?" but "Where do I exer
cise?" One answer can be found at USD.
The Sports Center, located at the East end of
campus, offers a variety of exercise facilities
for all students. These include a pool, gym
nasium, weight room, and tennis courts,
'"fue weight room on campus is definitely
the place to go," stated Pete Celeste who has
been working out there for four years now.
"It's convenient because it's on campus,"
said Celeste, "and you can't beat the price."
The facilities are free, provided you show
your valid USD ID at the door. Admittance
will not be permitted without a USD ID card.
Sports Center hours vary daily. For the
recorded message which lists the hours for
each facility, call x4601. If you would like
further information on what the Sports Cen
ter has to offer, call x4803.
At the other end of campus you can enjoy
running, walking or playing field games at
the West Sports Field. "I run at the track
because it's so convenient," stated Lisa
Prakel t. "It is a lot easier to motivate yourself
when [the track] is right here on campus."
The field is available to anyone during all
hours of the day; however, students are not
allowed to be on the track after dark because
the area is not patrolled by campus security.
Whether you want to swim, run, or engage
in any other form of exercise, the facilities on
campus are available. Both intramurals and
PE classes are options if you enjoy team
sports.
It's not too late to sign up for a few,intramu
ral teams. Some leagues still open are CoRec4x4 Team Volleyball, Co-Rec Innertube
Water Polo, Men's & Mixed Doubles Team

r.'

*. . •

Tennis, Men's and Woman's Indoor Soccer,
and Men's & Woman's 3x3 basketball. For
entry deadlines call x4533.
One day intramural special events will take
place throughout the course of the school
year. Some of the upcoming events include
a golf tournament, three-mile canyon run,
volleyball championships,powderpuff foot
ball, and midnight bowling.
For more information on intramural sports
you can pickup a campus recreation guidein
the Outdoors Adventures office located
downstairs in the UC.
For those of you who prefer fitness centers
off-campus, you have many possibilities. If
you live on or near USD, the YMCA is close
and relatively inexpensive. The "Y" pro
vides tennis lessons, aerobic classes, a weight
room, a pool, and indoor soccer field and
much more.
If money is not a factor and you reside in the
Mission Beach area, Fitness Advantage(4883110) at Belmont Park is an accessible fit
ness club. They offer large student discount,
and with membership, other discounts on
specialized fitness programs, like the Ski
Fitness class are available. You have access
to an aerobic studio with classes, a variety of
workout equipment, and weights. You are
* ;
also automatically made a member of the
photo by Chris McNulty
Plunge swimming facilities.
Volleyball is just one way to keep your hardbody in shape.
"The Plunge" is San Diego's largest indoor
pool, and isopen to the public daily. Special
hours are 6am-8am and 3:30pm-8pm on I
weekdays, and weekends8am to 4pm. Plunge I
passes can be purchased at Fitness Advan I
tage.
I
There are many fitness centers located in
I
the San Diego area, and if the centers listed
I
Barber & Beauty Salon
above do not accommodate your needs, the
I
yellow pages in your local phone book con
J2r
I *Color Highlighting
tains further listings.
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It's not just for nerds
by Lisa Upson

TV Evangelism? Utopias? It could only
mean another honors course at USD.
Unusual classes are but one reason why
many students who qualify choose to partici
pate in the honors program.
On the whole, this academic challenge is
what Dr. Gump, the chairman of the honors
program, calls an "exciting and innovative
approach to education."
It includes a carefully planned four-year
curriculum and a faculty lectureseries. Also
offered are various field trips to museums as
well as local theaters for special productions
of plays such as "Hamlet."
A majority of the students are selected as
incoming freshmen on the basis of their SAT
scores and high school GPA's. Other stu
dents can be recommended by professors or
an advisor. However, if these options don't
apply to a student, Gump's office is open to
anyone who would like to discuss his or her
qualifications.
Gump strongly advises that interested stu
dents enter the program no later than the first
semester of their sophomore year.
As with any program, there are guidelines
that each student mustfollow when selecting
classes. At least one honors course must be
taken per semester in order to complete the
program.
A typical freshman schedule includes an
honors preceptorial in the fall with one lower
division honors elective to be taken in the
spring.
First semester sophomore students in the
honors program are eligible to take upper

What would you have named Maher Hall?|

division courses.
Also, during thesophomoreand junioryears,
students participate in team-taught, inter
disciplinary courses. This means that two
professors from different departments teach
a class jointly. Students can then receive
credits from the two different departments.
For example, Dr. Soroka and,Fr. Pachence
currently teach "Prime Time Religion."
Students will be able to receive credit in
either religion or sociology, as desired. Due
to the high demand for these special disci
pline courses, only honors students can take
them.
The senior year involves an independent
study course in the student's major. Referred
to as the senior colloquium, the student is
required to develop an original major-related
project that he or she presents to fellow
students and faculty in the spring.
Upon successful completion of the honors
curriculum, students will graduate with
approximately 25-29 unitsin honorscourses.
Benefits of the program include counseling
to assist students in finding the right gradu
ate/professional school and financial assis
tance. In addition, honors classes are gener
ally smaller than the average class at USD.
Students in the program can also take ad
vantage of the honors lounge in the UC as a
place to study, discuss, and interact with
fellow honors students.
The program has experienced growth in
recent years. There are approximately 100
students enrolled, 44 being freshmen.
Gump can be reached at x6811 for more
information.

mmm.
compiled by Chris Thompson

Richard Underwood, Junior"DeSalesHall."
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Stefanie Filipan, Senior
"Desperate DeSales."

Patricia Chen, Senior"Surfer'sHall."

Daron Watts, Senior
"Maul-herHall."

Batman, Freshman
"Beer Hall"
photos by Norman Choi
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Students desiring to volunteer for a day can
do so this Saturday.
September 29 "kicks off' the USD commu
nity service program organized through
Volunteer Resources. The various projects
involve diverse ways to help out.
For one to two hours, volunteers can help
set up,clean upand man the US D booth at the
Linda Vista Cultural Fair.
If painting interests you, a group of USD
students will be giving the picnic tables and
benches new color at the Holy Family Ele
mentary School from 10am-12pm.
Bingo and conversation will be the concern
of volunteers at theS harp Knollwood Senior
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Citizen Center from l-4pm.
Students are also needed to clean up a San
Diego beachfront from 10am-12pm.
Sign-ups will be taken on Thursday in front
of the UC, and all week in the downstairs
Volunteer Resources Center.
Alltheprojectsarejustgettingstarted. "Up
until this time, we've been recruiting. We'll
continue the recruiting, but now we're
moving to action," said Judy Rauner, Volun
teer Resources coordinator.
Rauner also noted that commitment to one
project does not mean commitment to other
projects during the year.

I 1 block East of the Roller Coaster
in Mssion Beach
| 5505 Firin

I* i

Dona Marias
850 West Missson Bay Dr.
488-1414

Expires 10/6/9(^j

Reception at 5:30pm on Oct. 2
for anyone interested
in the Fine Arts Deptartment
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Surfriders strive to save shores

by Dave McGruder
In today's society of environmental aware
ness, environmental protection groups like
Greenpeace, People for a Clean Ocean, the
W ilderness Soc iety, W orld Wildlife Founda
tion, and many others have put their heads
down and charged through the stampede of
corporate polluters and environment destroy
ers.
The Surfrider Foundation has been a soldier
in the brawl to protect the California coast
line.
Conservation, Education, Preservation.
These three words have led the Surfrider
Foundation in California environmental ad
vocacy, and are now having a significant
impact in Hawaii and the East and Gulf
coasts.
Among its many achievements are the pre
vention of an Imperial Beach breakwater
which would have eliminated surf along a
three milestretch of beach, the establishment
of public accesses at Hammond's Reef in

Santa Barbara and initiation of the largest
citizen suit under theClean Water Act (against
two pulp mills in Humbolt county).
The Surfrider Foundation is strictly a non
profit organization that was established in
1984 toprotect and enhance the quality of the
shoreline environment through conservation,
research, and education. Surfrider is dedi
cated to preserving the natural state of our
waves and beaches, improving recreational
opportunities,and assuring aclean and healthy
marine environment for all people.
Surfrider has helped to preserve and protect
thousands of beaches all across the country.
Documented from their "Making Waves:
awareness letter," here are just a few of the
up-to-date battles.
Bolsa Chica Oil spill-168 gallons of oil
fouled more than a mile of the state beach,
leaking from offshore oil platform "Eva"
ownedby Unocal. Activists cleaned upsome
patches that were up to 15 feet wide.
Ocean Beach Pier dumping-Locals from
continued on page 10
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Belmont park coasting along
by Chris Thompson
The landmark USD'ers have used as a
turning point for beachside parties thatfor
fourteen years now reopens it's doors as a
spectacular spot for fun and entertainment.
"This is sure some wicked ride"—you are
rightfully warned as you step aboard for a
ride of hair-raising plunges down moun
tains of track, on the newly reopened Giant
Dipper Roller Coaster at Belmont Park.
With a $2 ticket you may board the racing
machine and join in what Clown Vinnie
Van Gogh calls, a "sorely overdue reopen
ing" at the 65th birthday celebration.
Vinnie and his friends entertain children
and adults in line with balloon animals and
hats. He tells the curious crowd, as they
wonder at his skill, that he learned "to
make the most incredible hats out of terror
and improvisation" during his first job in
L.A.
A Save the Coaster Committee (STCC)
began long ago with the dedicated Don
Hertel, the last Belmont Park manager
from 1972-76. STCC, been working hard
along with San Diego Seaside, has been
working hard to rebuild and strengthen the
historical coaster. The reconstruction
process included rebuilding the wooden
footings with cement in order "to meet

with earthquake codes and that means less
vibration and a faster ride," Tim Cole,
assistant manager of San Diego Seaside,
told Calendar Magazine.
The park not only provides the heartpumping ride of the roller coaster, but for
the meek at heart,$1 permitsa ride on the
elaborately decorated Liberty Carousel.
The carousel, along with Chispas Arcade
and the Surrey Cycles (for rent at $10/hour)
draw on the roaring twenties atmosphere
that fills the entire park. The reflections of
its opening year 1925 can be seen at every
turn through pictures and rides.
When the amusement park has satisfied
your adventurous side and you are feeling a
bit hungry, you might want to stop and sit
amid murals of 1920's beach scenes to
snack at any of a number of restaurants.
The park's restaurants include a hotdog
and hamburger stand called Yobo's By The
Sea where every item is under $5. You
may also find pizza and shaved ice served
at Slice N'lce, Mrs. Powell's Delicious
Cinnamon Rolls, and ice cream by Haagen'
Dazs, to name just a few.
So, the next time you plan a day at the
beach or just need a study break, head for
Belmont Park, where you are sure to get
"some wicked ride!"
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Fashion trends
at USD

by Tracy Williams
8:45am. The clock radio begins to blare out
an old Stone's hit and you suddenly realize
that class starts in 20 minutes. Stop. This is
where the decision making process kicks in.
There seem to be two alternatives open to the
average college student.
One, you can wear what you slept in. Enjoy
a ten minute breakfast. Walk leisurely to
class while taking the opportunity to stop and
chat along the way.
Or two, you can spend ten minutes figuring
out what to wear, grab a piece of toast on the
way out the door, and run like hell to class.
All in all, comfort seems to be the number
one criteria concerning fashion, or the lack of
it, at USD. Anything ranging from Birkenstocks to linen short suits with snakeskin
photo by Jenn Messina sandals can be seen on campus.
On the Greek side of the spectrum are the
Pictured above is sophomore Craig
blue-suited males and sorority-logo clad
Domini, walking with confidence in his
women. If you ever get the chance, sit down
casual attire. Ray Bans and thongs
in front of the UC or Camino/Founders and
accent Craig's style. For the most part,
watch for a while. It won' t take long tosee the
USD students tend towards this comfort variance in dressing styles. It's amazing.
There are two very popular looks: the "slob,
able look.
I just got out of bed" look, the "I planned my
outfit the night before" look. The list could
go on and on.
However, one style is admitted anony
mously by several people here at USD. This
style is the "there's a hot babe in my class so
Seen below is Crissie Bavaci modeling a
I want to look good." It may sound outra
very stylish shorts outfit that contrasts
geous, but there isn' t one person who can say
some of USD's more casual looks. Again,
they aren't guilty of doing that at least once.
Ray Bans seem to be the "in" shades to
Regardless of what style is adorned, USD is
wear.
certainly unique. In comparison to the world

photo by Jenn Messina

Above students from left to right:
Marcia Tierney, Jason Bennett, Phil
Apostalokos, Randy Driscoll, and
Tammy Duncan. These sophomores

outside of our beautiful school on the hill,
fashion is remarkably simple. Face it, con
servative dressing is in! Imagine one of your
professors coming in to class wearing the
latest from Contempo Casuals. What a treat!!!
Another factor to be considered in dressing
each morning is time. Tennis shoes take too
long to put on and button-fly jeans are too
casual on those Friday night outings.
Marcia Tierney, a sophomore at USD,
summarized it all in one sentence, "I just pull
something comfortableoutoftheclosetwhen
I wake up."
Whatever isn't in the dirty
laundry basket is fair game.
This is where the trouble begins. By the
time the weekend rolls around, the closet is
looking a little barren. So you rummage
through the dirty laundry basket attempting
to find something that works with what you
have, and pray thateveryone is so out of it that
they won't notice your fashion faux-pas. This
not only saves you time, but allows one more
day that you don't have to feed those wonder
boxes the school calls laundry machines.
9:05am. Classstarts. Stop. Youtakenotice
of the professor, giving a sigh of relief know
ing that Contempo was minus one sale. As
you scan the room to check out the competi
tion, you wonder if maybe an extra 10 min
utes may have helped, or thatyou should have
possibly slept in something else.
In a nutshell, the two key words here are
comfort and convenience. Any pieceof cloth
ing that is simple to put on and time efficient
is a bonus for the USD student. Whether the
attire takes 10 minutes or an hour, USD is
making a dent in the world of fashion.

display a diverse array of fashion.
Marcis wears the "hippy" look with
look with Birkenstocks, While Jason
wears the latest in Nike Airs.

photo by Tracy Williams
In the photo above, a model from
Saturdays clothing store in UTC, shows
what fashion off the hill has progressed
to. Saturdays has a wide variety of
European stlye clothing -including
formal attire to Big Star jeans.

Below is our very own Director of Resi
dents Life, Skip Walsh, displaying his
unique style. As you can see by Skip's
expression, it fits his personality well.
We can all see him walking around
campus, or where he lives, down in the
valley.

photo by Jenn Messina
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USD on
$500 a
week...
by Joanna Madison

Yes, it's true. Remarkably, USD students
have money left to spend after paying tuition.
When asked, most of the students asked on
campus said they spent $20-$60 per week:
$10-$20 on food(aside from meal plans),
$10-$15 on beer, and anywhere from $0-$35
on entertainment. Let's see, that's $300$900 per semester: $150-$300 on food,
$150-$225 on beer, and $0-$525 on enter
tainment.
Yes, that was $150-$200 on beer. Won't
Mom and Dad love that one! When asked to
comment specifically on their expenses, this
is what USD students said:
"I spend my money on Diet Coke and Tshirts."
-Shannon Tyne, junior
"Beer costs a little more here than it does in
Missouri."
-Todd McCullough, freshman
"Heard the expression, 'starving student'?"
-Patty Lad'egaard, junior
"I'm looking for a rich girl to support me
through school."
-Jay Whitmire, freshman
"This is a great school, but they have a
knack of nickel-n-diming you to death.
Entertainment in the San Diego area doesn't
come cheap either... What really kills me is
the fact that you have to spend $15 on a pizza
at night because nothing on campus is open
after 9pm."
-Jayson Lizardo, freshman
"Money is spent mostly on Orcos when I
get hungry at night."
-Belinda Fisher, junior
"I spend most of my money on clothes,
however, I haven't been shopping
this week."
-Kristin Engstrand, freshman
"After eating a meal at the cafeteria, I find
myself eating out a lot like Carl's Jr., or a 711 burrito."
-Charlie Setzler, freshman
"Laundry takes up a lot more money than
expected. The washing machines are pos
sessed and eat money but don't work."
-Kelly Howard, freshman
"I spend most of my money on beer, and the
rest goes to gas
(to get to the liquor store)."
-Kevin Rowe, freshman
"My teachers keep informing us that we
need ANOTHER book. Lately that has been
where my money has been going."
-Debbie Presson, freshman
"A lot of money has gone towards furnish
ings for my room and a mountain bike."
-Jay Vigeland, freshman
"I spent mostof my checking account m oney
the first week of school so I can't afford to
spend anymore money."
-Jen Garvatt, freshman
"I spend almost as much money on Crunch
Tators as I spend on beer."
-Anonymous freshman guy who spends
$500 a week
(must eat a lot of Crunch Tators)

Viva Cafe Roma!
by Marc Shulga
Do you ever have any doubts or ques
tions about what to do on a weekend
night? Search no more!!
If you enjoy eating Italian food and are in
the mood to get slightly dressed up then I
strongly recommend Cafe Roma, a new
andmodern approach to traditional Italian
cuisine. Cafe Roma is nestled in down
town La Jolla, where Pearl an Girad meet,
and is definitely worth the 15 minute drive
from USD.
The restaurant is located in the La Jolla
Market Place, a quaint little mall located
right next to the Vons shopping center (a
good place to park if you're not in the
mood to search for a parking spot).
Cafe Roma is beautifully decorated with
black & white marble everywhere. Al
though the decor and service make Cafe
Roma appear to be beyond the limits of
the average student's wallet, the prices
contradict this. The antipasto and salads
range from S3-S7, pizzas $5-$9, and
entrees $8-$ll.
Next, a salad or antipasto to go along
with your meal is a must. For $3.95 a
popular salad is the Alia Ceasare(ceasar
salad if you don't know Italian), and for
those who love tomatoes I suggest the
Caprese for $5.95, which is sliced toma
toes topped with buffalo mozzarella, basil
and olive oil. Although this antipasto is a
bit oily, the tomatoes seemed to melt in
my mouth and the mozerclla & basil bring
out a delightful taste. Also, make sure you
get tons of fresh bread with dinner, be
cause it's great and i t's FREE!!(key word)
I sampled four of the chef's favorite en
trees and all of them were excellent.
However, the one that impressed me the
most was the Polio Marsella for $10.95.
Even if you're not a chicken lover,I would
still try this dish. It's fabulous! The
chicken is extremely tender and is cov
ered in a rich Marsella wine sauce.
The other dishes that I highly recom
mend would be the Salmon Cognac for
$10.95; the Fusilli Vodka for $8.95 which
is a spiral-shaped pasta cooked in vodka,
cream and a tomato sauce; and the Rosetta
for $9.95 which is thin flat noodles rolled
with prosciutto (Italian ham) with a melted
cheese sauce on top of it.
Make sure when the waiter comes to
your table that you ask about the house
specialties since two of theseentrees where
not listed on the menu.
Now if you haven't eaten too much and
still saves some room for dessert make
sure you get the rassberry tart. However,
even if you're not in the mood for dessert,
I strongly suggest you check out the des
sert tray, it may change your mind. The
hostess at the door was very friendly and
seated my guest and I almost immedi
ately. The service was fairly quick, yet
still gives you enough time to eat slowly
and enjoy your food, while having a good
talk with a friend.
Cafe Roma is a magnificent Italian res
taurant at which you can eat like a king
and impress the hell out of a date for under
$60. A definite must for Italian food
lovers. I give it TWO THUMBS UP!
For more info. & directions call Cafe
Roma at 454-4495.

MBAC makes waves
by Summer Brown
Have you been yearning for a sport or a
leisure activity that you can brag aboutwhen
you go home for Thanksgiving?
Perhaps you've been imagining yourself
venturing upon the great Pacific Ocean with
the wind blowing through your sails, or tan
ning your glaring body while you learn to
maneuver a kayak through the sea. Do you
dream of sailing off into the sunset on your
honeymoon, but don't know how to sail?
Well, do not despair, there is a place where
you can become one with the sea under safe
and professional instruction.
In 1971 a great thing happened, a facility
opened exclusively for San Diego college
students, faculty, and staff. The Mission

Bay Aquatic Center teaches a variety of
water activities from Sailing to Scuba Div
ing. Skill levels from beginning to advanced
are taught with various sessions available .
The MBAC is located in Mission Beach
Park on Santa Clara Point. The Center in
cludes grass land for picnicking, a beach area
for tanning, a lounge area with a fireplace, a
reception office,classrooms, and many more
exciting facilities. The Center has access to
over 4,000 acres of water for recreational
and instructional use.
For more information call 488-1036 or pick
up a Mission Bay Aquatic Center list of
classes and times available at the UC infor
mation desk.

Surfrider acts for the environment
continued from page 8

OB notified SF that the construction com
pany responsible for renovating the OB pier
had been dumping epoxy and trash into the
water. Wood, half-empty bags of cement,
and lunch wrappers were also discovered.
San Onofre-Surfrider has submitted a writ
ten testimony regarding the San Onofre
Nuclear Generating Station(SONGS), and
their violations of existing nuclear regula

The S urfrider Foundation is governed by 12
individuals on the Board of Directors who
lend everything from professional manage
ment, marketingand legalskills to maintain
ing the organization.
Surfrider's staff includes the environment
director, Dr. Scott Jenkins and his associate,
David Skelly, manager of the environmental
and research programs; Mark Messara, Chief

tions.
Santa Ana River Channel-Surfrider wants
proof that the dredging of the channel is in no
way hazardous to human health.
Honolulu Flight goes on-The Mauna Kea
power plant is appealing its case after having
been denied the permit for a dam/hydroelec
tric power project on the Honolulu stream.
The Surfrider Foundation has promised the
Nalu Hui OHonolulu locals continued oppo
sition of the project.
Montauk, New York-Surfrider Foundation
is meeting with an attorney (who is a mem
ber) concerning a class action suit against
Long Island due to a beach loss resulting
from medical waste and other forms of pol
lution.
In addition to environment work, Surfrider
has initiated a number of charitable and edu
cational programs. The Baja Assistance pro
gram brings foot and useful goods to our
neighbors in wave-rich Mexico.
This month, Surfrider will be launching an
educational program in several school sys
tems which will introduce children to ocean
safety, and give them a sense for the impor
tance and fragile nature of the marine envi
ronment. It is Surfrider's belief that its edu
cational efforts today will benefit the marine
environment for future generations to come.

Legal Council; and Teri Schulz, the adminis
trative affairs manager.
Under the direction of the new environ
mental director, Scott Jenkins of Scripps
Institute of Oceanography, Surfrider is now
embarking on the Blue Water Task Force, a
project which will allow the public to partici
pate in monitoring pollution and bring viola
tors to justice.
The Surfrider Foundation urges members
and concerned environmentalists to register
and vote for representatives who will sup
port environmental protection and preserva
tion.
Corporate sponsors include Action Sports
Retailers, Body Glove, "Surfer" and "Surf
ing" magazines, Patagonia, Ocean Pacific,
Apple Computers, and many others. Surfrider
membership includes over 7,000 individuals
and 400 surf clubs and shops, and many other
non-profit organizations.
Surfrider communicates with its constitu
ents through periodic bulletins and its quar
terly newsletter, "Making Waves."
For more information, call or write to he
Surfrider Foundation at:
P.O. Box 2704 #86
Hunnington Beach, Ca 92647
phone: 714-960-8390

1st

Call NOW for
Thanksgiving!
Airtline rates raise
on October 1
297 - 6134
Travel Services for
the USD Community

Or contact your local surf shop.

ftonymric
nmls
TrofessionaC Care, for 'your 9{ai(s
Specializing in Air Brush &
Curved Nails
•SCULPTURED NAILS *
*NAILTIPS* FIBERGLASS*
* KRYSTAL NAILS
* ACRYLIC NAILS*
*GEL NAILS*

MON-SAT 9-7 PM
SUN By Appt.
Special rates for new
customers
569-8171
7514 MESA COLLEGE DR.

I would've bought a Macintosh even without
the student discount.
Greg Gallent
Consumer Economics and Housing
Cornell University

"The first time I saw a Macintosh, I was immediately
hooked. It's a work of art. I saw the student
pricing and my next move was obvious: get one.
"Some other computers are cheaper, but they're
a pain to leam, and working on them can be
a grueling experience. Last year, a friend
bought another kind of computer against
my advice and has used it for maybe 15
hours.What a waste.

"Macintosh, on the other hand, is a logical
extension of the mind. It lets you concentrate on
what's in your paper, not on how to get it on
paper. You can create professional-looking
documents in minutes, and you lose the fear of
learning new programs because they all work
in the same way.
"Once you've worked with a Macintosh,
there's no turning back'.'
Come to the MacFest!
At the USD Bookstore
October 4 from 10am - 5pm
Call 260-4551 for more information

Why do people love Macintosh"?
Ask them.

f

c 1990 Apple Computer. Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc.
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Social Distortion, breaks "The Ball and Chain"

Smith performs
saintly Damien
at Horton Plaza
By Summer Brown
The Lyceum Space in Horton Plaza was
transformed into the island of Molokai in
Hawaii. "Damien", a one man play written
by Aldyth Morris, tells the lifestory of Father
Damien De Yeuster.
Father Damien, a priest from Belgium,
fought and begged to live amongst the colony
of diseased people who were outcast from the
rest of the world.
The island of Molokai was a natural prison
for people infected with Hansen's disease
(leprosy). They were left near the shore and
expected to swim to shore if they wanted to
live. Damien wanted to give these diseased
people the happiness and respect that they
deserved.
He is a man with a passion tolove those for
whom no others will care. Damien gives the
lepers of Molokai a ray of sunshine in their
drab world.
Robert Smyth deserves credit as he painted
a picture of Hansen's disease and the life the
infected people were forced to live.
"Damien" will be at the Lyceum Space until
September 30. For times and ticket informa
tion call, The Lamb's Players Theater Box
Office at 464-4542.

By Michael "Otter" DeWees
Social Distortion front man Mike Ness is
blatantly honest when asked about hisstart in
music. "Like a lot of kids, I joined a band for
sex, drugs, and rock 'n' roll. My problem for
a long time was not realizing that music was
the most important thing."
Ness has come to that realization and the
band's self-titled major label debut is proof.
The first single, "Ball and Chain," has made
the heavy rotation list on many college radio
station formats and MTV has done the same
for the video.]
While radio and television have helped the
band's visibility, their live performances have
always been highly regarded as some of the
most aggressive and powerful gigs by any
band born out of the LA scene. They are
currently touring the Pacific southwest and
guaranteed the pits are swirling and the bodies
are flying, but it's more than DM's and
skating these days.
"Mommies little monsters" have grownup.
The music has retained the punk energy and
sensibility, but lead singer Mike Ness has
matured. He had no choice. It was grow up,
go to prison, or be buried in an Orange
County cemetery.
In a phone interview arranged by Epic,
Social D's new label, Mr. Ness spoke cau
tiously yet openly about where he has been,
what heand the band have been through, and
where he'd like his band to go. The release
of Social Distortion, the band's third LP,
signals a new stage for the group.
"I like this record a lot," Ness commented.
"This record, to me, is the biggest accom
plishment ever. It's the best recording and I
believe the best material. There's a lot of
satisfaction in this album."
Ness is somewhat surprised by the recent
success, despite the fact that the previous
album, 1987's Prison Bound met with criti
cal acceptance and showcased a band that
had forged a unique sound from contradic
tory elements and influences.
The Social Distortion sound was born out of
the LA punk explosion of the early eighties.
Ness and his band mates claim bands like
The Clash, The Ramones, Generation X,and
ZZ Top to be the main influence.
The last one may appear a bit out of place,
but in addition to Punk and Blues, Ness
claims that he grew up listening to country
music. A Blitzkrieg version of Johhny Cash's

Top 10 College Albums
1 PIXIES
Bossanova - 4AD/Elektra

6 SOUP DRAGONS
Lovegod - Big Life/PolyGram

2 SONIC YOUTH
Goo - DGC

7 ULTRA VIVID SCENE
Joy 1967-1990 - 4 AD/Columbia

3IGGY POP
Brick by Brick - Virgin

8 DAVID J
Songs From Season - BB/RCA

4 AZTEC CAMERA
Stray - Reprise

9 RAILWAY CHILDREN
Native Place - Virgin

5 JANE'S ADDICTION
Ritual de lo Habitual - Warner

10 GENE LOVES JEZEBEL
Kiss of Life - BB/Geffen

"Ring of Fire"on the new album is testament
to this.
In defense of these influences Ness states,
"In the early Social Distortion there was
always an underlying country influence. If
you listen to a song like "Anti-Fashion" off
the first album, it's got a country beat and a
whining country guitar in the back. "It wasn' t
a Pretty Picture" is a total blues song, a blues
progression.
"The thing is we had all these influences,
but back then we weren't really aware of it.
Back then it wasn' t cool to like a band likeZZ
Top. That was just the narrow-mindedness
of the time. Now I listen to a band like ZZ
Top and can appreciate them for the musical
value. They're a great band."
In addition to struggling to find their sound,
the band has also had to confront the selfdestructive behavior of its lead singer, lead
guitarist and primary songwriter. Both were
nearly destroyed.
When asked if things have turned out the
way he wanted them to, Ness' reply was
calculated but painfully honest. "I never
dreamed this was possible. I didn't ever
really think a good life was available to
someone like me. I was a dope fiend. I shot
dope and went to jail. I had to commit crimes
to support a habit. The band was deteriorat
ing along with me, there wasn't going to be
a band much longer. I was able to pull out of
it and the band was able to stay together."

These experiences have manifested them
selves in songs like "It Could've Been Me"
and "Drug Train."But don't expect the band
to win an award from the DEA. "We're
definitely not jumping on the public service/
drug awareness bandwagon. The last thing I
want to do is preach" Ness said. But he is
aware of things going on in his hometown of
Costa Mesa and does show concern.
"It's funny when I see a little sixteen-year old punk rocker in front of a club bumming
change for beer and to get in. It'skindof sad
really. I feel like saying,' you don't have to
do that, it's okay to work.' If you want to
have a good life you've got to work. I didn't
always think that way. But that kid's proba
bly gonna go through a lot of the same crap
I had to and hopefully it won't kill him."
You can't help but think that when Mike
Ness looks at that kid he sees himself twelve
years ago. No job, no money, and little more
than dismal hope for the future. He admits,
"I was dying on a weekly basis. I was
destined to do some long time or just die."
Luckily for the band, the growing number
of fans, and the music scene today, Ness
turned himself around. With another chance,
a major-label LP, and for the first time a
future in front of him, what does Michael
Ness foresee for Social Distortion? "We just
want to keep doing kick-ass albums and
tours. I just couldn't accept doing anything
else."

CUT & STYLE $10

I A* KV

Women reg. $20
Men reg. $16

Specials
*Foil highlighting
touch-up $25
*Full weave $35
*Spirals
Terms $30
(long hair extra)
*Full set acrylics

I
J
I
L,

1
I

Specials
*Waxing
1/2 leg $15
*Bikini $12
ELIAS HAIR DESIGN

KEARNY MESA 7608 Linda Vista Rd.(Mesa College Dr. & 163)
268-8865 Mastey, Paul Mitchell, Aveda, Sebastian, etc.
Specials not valid when stylist is requested. Exp.10/4/89
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Inside the Mafia with
some not so GoodFellas
By Kyla Duckworth
Warner Bros, presents GoodFellas, an Irwin
Winkler Production, directed by Martin
Scorese. Robert De Niro, Ray Liotta, Joe
Pesci and Paul Sorvino star in this realistic
and powerful film which spans thirty years in
the life of a Mafia family.
From beginning to end, you are right in the
middle of the action, totally enthralled with
the compelling characters and intriguing
storyline.
GoodFellas is based on Nicholas Pileggi's
best-selling book "Wiseguy," the most inti
mate account of life inside the Mafia. The
film accurately documents the life of work
ing mobsters—their complex relationships,
friendships, camaraderies, romances, outra
geous practical jokes and "business" deal
ings.
Ray Liotta stars as Henry Hill, a half-Irish,
half-Sicilian Brooklyn kid who is "adopted"
by neighborhood gangsters at an early age.
He is raised and conditioned to be a faithful
member of their Mafia family. Robert De
Niro is Jimmy Conway, one of the most
respected men in organized crime. Paul
Sorvino is Paul Cicero, a Mafia kingpin.
The acting in GoodFellas was nothing short
of superb. However, in a movie this spec
tacular, you can hardly refer to the cast as
actors—they really are the characters. An
unpredictable thriller, GoodFellas keeps you
on the edge of your seat...wondering...who
will be "whacked" next.
GoodFellas embodies the true meaning of

Phil gets "serious" in Irvine

the phrase,"there is no honor among thieves."
It would seem that the Mafia had every
thing—prestige, honor, respect, security, cars,
homes and women. It was all theirs, just for
the asking. But everything has its price, and
for the Mafia, life is often the payment.
Members of the Mafia family are warned to
always follow the rule, "never rat on your
friends and never talk." But, when times in
the family turn from sweet to sour, the cold
reality surfaces...everyoneis out for himself.
GoodFellas leaves an indellible impression
upon its entranced viewers. This movie is
suspenseful, thought-evoking, emoting and
chilling-yet creative and entertaining. Don' t
miss this one!

FREE SAMPLE

by Todd Ferguson
Pop-rock star Phil Collins was in South
ern California last weekend for three sold
out shows at Irvine Meadows Amphithea
ter in Irvine. The shows were a stop on the
"Serious" tour supporting Collin's latest
release, ...But Seriously.
The band, consisting of a four piece horn
section called the Phoenix Homs, three
backup vocalists,and a keyboarders aside
from Collin's normal crew, played on a
circular stage covered by a colorful cir
cus-like tent. Before the show, carousel
horses were graphically displayed around
the stage.
After opening with the sensational in
strumental "Hand in Hand," theevening's
pace was set as they eased into "Against
All Odds," from the movie of the same
name. Slow, emotional songs dominated
the whole set, with faster, more upbeat
songs thrown in to break it up and wake
the audience.
Collins, a drummer at heart, jumped on
keyboards for songs like "Inside Out" and
"Do You Remember?," but stepped back
out front to sing such tunes as "Hang in
Long Enough,""Who Said I Would," and
the recent hit "Something Happened on
the Way to Heaven."
To make the show more interesting, the
band cut into a few surprises, such as two
songs from the 1988 White Nightssound

track, "Separate Lives," which wasorigi
nally a duet with Marilyn Martin, and
"Easy Lover,"on which Phillip Bailey of
Earth, Wind, and Fire originally helped
out.
Citing problems such as fighting in
Northern Ireland, Collins performed the
new "That's Just the Way It Is" with the
help of a very special guest, Mr. David
Crosby. Crosby stuck around to add even
more luster to "Another Day In Para
dise," a commentary on hopeless.
Drummer extraordaire Chester Th
ompson and Collins squared off for a
synchronized drum solo before Collins
put on the microphone headset, sat up on
a speaker and belted out the hit"In the Air
Tonight." Collins and Thompson both
bashed out the famous drum line as the
majority of the crowd mimicked them in
the air.
As he did on his last tour in 1985,
Collins ended the show with the moving
"Take Me Home," from No Jacket Re
quired. The crowd joined him in singing
the whole song and trading off title lyrics
as they swayed back and forth.
It's quite clear that this was a show for
lovers and that Collins seems to be in a
mellow phase, but he never ceases to be
the dynamic performer that he has always
been.

Philosophise with Ecotour
by Nicole Dauphinee
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Music and our ecological world have been
enjoying a fruitful relationship as musicians
increasingly remind us of our responsibility
towards the earth.
The modern world has been receiving
musical messages from Todd Rusch, singersongwriter-guitarist for Ecotour for a few
years now. With Ecotour's new album on
Chameleon Records, Weekend Guru,Rusch
puts his philosophy where his music is.
"Living in a city isolates people too much
from nature,"explains Rusch, and song titles
on Weekend Guru like "Go To The Lake and
Breathe," "Driftwood Soul" and "How Old
Is The Sky" demonstrate his concern with the
dichotomy between the organic life and an
increasingly industrial society.
Rusch first surfaced when he recorded his
first album, Milk Of Amnesia,as a member of
Einstein's Rice Boys. He left this band and
began working on his own recording studio
while rethinking his musical direction when
Victor DeLorenzo of Milwaukee's most
famous musical ensemble, the Violent
Femmes, came by to check out Rusch's stu
dio.
DeLorenzo was immediately taken by

Rusch's voice; it had a quality that reminded
him of Marc Bolan and early Bowie.
Kirk McFarlin was recruited as drummer
and his unorthodox percussion style (he of
ten plays standing up) is a definite attention
grabber -Richard Foss of the LA Readeronce
described McFarlin as "one of the best drum
mers I've ever seen."
With a bass player filling out the lean power
trio format, Ecotour recorded a few songs
with DeLorenzo,who took thetape to S tephen
Powers, President of Chameleon Records.
An impressed Powers signed the band, and
its first album, Decorated Life, was released
in 1988. The album's title song became a
popular item on college radio, and a video of
the song gained exposure on MTV's "120
Minutes."
Weekend Guru contains a calming group of
songs that combine acoustic rock elements
with a sound not unlike The Church. Pro
duced by Shel Talmy, whose historic record
ings include the Kinks "You Really Got Me"
and The Who's eternal anthem of teenage re
bellion, "My Generation," Weekend Guru
proves that this is the decade of the environ
ment and Ecotour,

Great opening lines!

Campde, the, neco Tropica?Sparser-

This is the first line of a classic rock song. Can you name the song title, album and
artist who performed this great opening line?
"If I could stick my hand in my heart and spill it all over the stage..."
Submit answer to entertainment box in VISTA office and maybe win a prize!
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An Off-Beat look at tabloids

The first in a monthly series...
Miracle cure found For baldness

HOSTILE MAN'S

SEVEN:
TOP SEVEN REASONS
THE USD TRAM HIT A
CAR LAST MONDAY
AFTERNOON:
1. It was in the way.

2. Frequent jolts from speed bumps
jammed the steering column.

by Michael Hall
A miracle cure for hair loss was
discovered by USD's own biology
department. Initial test results indicate
not only a regrowth of lost hair, but an
incredible increase in volume and shape.
Sources close to the secret experiment
have revealed to Vista reporters that
several steps are needed to produce
results.
"The procedure is brilliant in its
simplicity,"
said the department
chairman, on condition of anonymity.
"First, the subject does not wash his scalp
forseveral weeks before we begin. Then,
specially bred "seeds" are laced around
the bald spots. Finally, a pasty substance
is applied to the patient's head."
When pressed for more details on this
mysterious stuff, our source declined to
comment except to say "Okay, its
manure."
A few side-effects have arisen, however.
The new growth requires watering at
least three times a week. The current
drought situation could lead to defoliation.
And unless the subject's original hair
color was green, dying is recommended
for a more "natural" look.
Women have been among the first to
rave about the potential forthis treatment.

3. Tram driver thought he was playing ...

chicken

4. Several obese students all sat on
one side of the tram, causing it to
swerve out of control.
5. That darn tram has a mind of its
own.
6. Tram driver was distracted by
passengers singing camp songs.
7. New experimental jet fuel makes
tram "jumpy."

^
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September's10 best
Tabloid headlines...
(compiled from the National
Enquirer, the Sun, and the Weekly
World News)
1. UFO alien robot found disguised
as human
2. How pimples changed Michael
Jackson's life
3. Space alien poopfound on Earth!
4. Man arrested after blowup over
inflatable sex doll
5. Electric breasts kill groping man
6. Toad licker kills himself
7. Fisherman's wife gives birth to a
Lobster Baby
8. UFO brain surgery turns janitor
into a math genius

After only two weeks of treatment,
th,s patient shows miraculous scalp
folliation and is now headlining a
reggae band.

,

9.

Female gorilla gives birth to

human baby
10. Woman thought bullet wound
was backache

warren & Ed
HEY/ THIS GUY 15
CHEATING- OFF ME/
HE'S SO OBVIOUS/

O
o
O

I GUESS HE DOESN'T KNOW
I DIDN'T STUDY AND I HAVE
NO IDEA WHAT IN DOING...
O
o

1 6UESS HE DOESN'T KNOW
I TOOK THIS CLASS
PASS/FAIL...
O
O

I GUESS HE DOESNT KNOW
I'VE BEEN WING TO CHEAT
OFF HIM FOB. THE LAST
HALF HOUR...
O
P4ST- WHAT'D
O
VOO <»ET FOR
°
W UMBER ?
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Torero soccer crushes Cal State Fullerton after Met Life Challenge tie
by C. Hardy Kalisher
The University of San Diego men's soccer
team extended its home winningstreak to 16
games by handily defeating Cal State Fullerton, 4-0, Sunday.
Friday, the Seattle Pacific Falcon's erased
a 2-0 deficit to tie the Toreros, 3-3, at the first
annual Metroplitan Life Soccer Challenge.
The Toreros(6-0-4) begin West Coast
Conference play at the University of San
Francisco, Friday.
Junior foward Paul Gelvezon scored the
Toreros' first goal of the Met Life Challenge
when he swept up a loose ball in front of
Seatle Pacific's goal.
Diving between two Falcon defenders and
heading the ball past the Seattle Pacifc goal
keeper, 6'6" sophomore foward Charles
"Chugger" Adair scored the second goal of
the first half.
Mark Kovats,"Most Valuable Player" of
the match, starting in his first game this
season for the Falcons, scoring a goal in the
first half and the equalizer late in the second
half to send the game into overtime.
Senior midfielder Tom Crane scored a
penalty kick, his first goal of the year, in the
first half of overtime. With the Toreros
winning 3-2, Seattle Pacific's Randy Kanmatched Crane's penalty kick with one of his
own late in the second half of overtime.
After the disappointing Met Life Challenge,
the Toreros relieved their frustrations on

CSU Fullerton.
Sophomore forward Phil
lip Button netted his third
goal of the season six
minutes into the first half.
From then on the game
went downhill for Titans.
At the 33:47 mark, fresh
man midfielder Toby
Taitano's desceptive free
kick rebounded off Fullerton's unprepared goal
keeper. Senior midfielder
Leo Ronces ran un
marked, through the Ti
tan Swiss cheese defense,
and kicked the loose ball
into the empty net.
The Toreros dropped to
10 men on the field after
Ronces was ejected from
the game for retaliating
against a Fullerton de
fender for a blow to the
jaw.
Crane continued the To
rero offensive onslaught
with a goal of his own at
56:36. Senior forward
Vince Bianchi, of Tuscon, Arizona, scored the
final goal of thegame with
continued on page 17

photo by Mike Spengler
Tom Crane slides into the hands of Cal State
Fullerton'sGoal Keeper.

Football shuts out La Verne 13-0, remains undefeated
by Mike Ferrari
The University of San Diego football team
travelled to take on the Leopards from the
University of La Verne last Saturday after
noon.
In the first road game of the season the
Toreros notonly met their challenge but they
proved once again that they are one of the
teams to beat in the west. USD defeated La
Verne 13-0.
Playing extremely well to date, the Toreros
hoped to be able to deal effectively with a
tough La Verne defense which has given
them some trouble in the past.
USD moved the ball well, but failed to get
onto the score board in the first quarter. With
the game tied at zero in the second quarter,
the Toreros' Dave Bergmann kicked a 25yard field goal giving USD a 3-0 lead.
The Toreros came back later in the same
quarter and scored what would be the only

touchdown of the game on a 17-yard pass
from quarterback Brendan Murphy to tightend Mike Hintze. The USD defense kept the
Leopards fairly quiet and held them score
less in the first half.
Until Saturday's game, opponents had
averaged just 222 yards per game against an
extremely tough Torero defense (only 47
yards in the second half)- This statistic made
USD's 10-0 halftime lead a bit more com
forting.
Bergmann proved one more time why he is
ranked the number one field goal kicker in
Division III when he extended the Torero
lead to 13-0 on a 47-yard field goal with just
under four minutes to go in the third quarter.
That kick was his career best—just one yard
farther than the 46-yarder that he kicked last
year.
The offense was led by sophomore runningback Scott Sporrer. He had a career-

$60,000 SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
Smart college freshmen apply for the Naval Reserve Officers
Training Corps (NROTC) Four year college program to launch
their careers. It could lead to a NROTC Scholarship. Upon
graduation you'll be commissioned a Navy Officer-a professional
carrer you can be proud of.
The NROTC Program is highly competitive, and applications must
be submitted early. Your transcripts and SAT/ACT scores must
be submitted when applying...Contact Lieutenant NAVARRO in
Sacred Heart Hall or call 260-4811

NAVYROTC
YOU ARE TOMORROW.
YOU ARE THE NAVY.

high 119 yards on 23 carries. Murphy also
had a big game completing 9 of 17 passes for
129 yards and one touchdown. USD proved
that it does not rely on the play of just one
player to win games. Each game has brought
to the forefront an array of different charac
ters leading with standout performances.
The Leopards' only score came on a 47yard touchdown pass as time was running
out. It was brought back, however, due to a
holding penalty. La Verne continued to
drive but was denied a touchdown as time ran
out when Torero linebacker Lennny Territo
kept La Verne fullback Chris Nance from
carrying the ball into the end-zone.
The victory brought USD's undefeated
record to 3-0 and kept the goal of a playoff
berth well within reach. Next week, the
Toreros will be at home to face the Bulldogs
from the University of Redlands. USD de
feated Redlands last year 23-17.

Is it time to hop on the bandwagon?
Well, USD has has won its first three foot
ball games. They're looking pretty good
out there. Still the season is young. Wait
until after the next three,games, they're
going to win anyway. They should. Well
maybe...
You've heard of the famous tennis camps
in Florida. You know, the Nick Bollileriaidos (whatever) Winners Camp and
Southern Deli. He's "responsible"for such
great players as Andre Agassi. Why, then,
has Agassi never won a major tennis tour
nament, or even a fashion show?
If Ed Collins were ever to open an elite
tennis camp for players he would produce
athletes similar to Ivan Lendl and Bjorn
Borg. Then again, if the tennis team does
as well as last year, certain team members
could be referred to as Borg or Lendl.
The Chargers finally won a game, to eve
ryone's surprise. The defense deserves all
the credit. Entering the game, Cleveland
Browns' quarterback Bernie Kosar went
145 passes without throwing an intercep
tion. The Chargers picked off three, to go
along with three sacks.
Next week the Chargers take on the Hous
ton Oilers and are going to lose by eight
points.
The best showing for the weekend's foot
ball games was San Francisco's Joe Mon
tana. He threw for 398 yards; reminds me
of the early Dan Fouts years.
Thigpen Update: The Chicago White Sox
pitcher now has 53 saves. Why do teams
with great relievers never finish first? The
White Sox are trailing the Athletics by
eight and a half games. Last year Mark
Davis led the league in saves and the Padres
were three games back at seasons end.
Who is going to be in the World Series?
It's probably going to be the Cincinnati
Reds and the Oakland Athletics, but I hope
I'm wrong.
Who is going to be in the Supcrbowl? It's
probably going to be the San Francisco
49er's and the Cleveland Browns. The
49er's will win, but it will be a great game
to watch.

Cross country runs hills; basketball player joins them
by Jill Wagner
At the SDSU Aztec Invitational last week
end the University of San Diego men's cross
country team was once again paced by Max
Lawson.
Lawson completed the hilly,five m ile course
at Morley Field with a time of 28:25.
The Toreros placed twelfth overall with
additional help from Jeff Ertwine's time of
29:16.
Dennis O'Connell's 30:03 was good enough
to make him the third Torero to finish the
course.
Rachel Kassolis led the women's team to
tenth place with a time of 20:15.
Kassolis improved her time on the 5000
meter course from the previous week while
pacing the Toreros for the third week in a
row.

Colleen McDonough wasclose behind with
a time of 21:13 and Julie Lemery, who
switched from the USD women's basketball
team, finished in 21:18.
Lemery joined the team only after coach
Rich Cota saw her running up Linda Vista
Road and asked her to join the cross country
team. Lemery, who ran in high school, had
quit the USD basketball this year and de
cided to accepted Cota's offer.
This week both teams look forward to the UC
Riverside Invitational where they will com
pete against many of the large west coast
universities.
Each successive week has brought improved
times from the USD runners and coach Rich
Cota expects the same from his athletes this
week on the fiat UCR course.
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Senior Torero Lenny Territo attracts attention of NFL scouts

by Brian Brokowski
USD football has not been known for pro
ducing NFL prospects, - - a winning record
usually was hard enough to come by. But one
junior is helping to change that.
Not only has Lenny Territo played a large
role in the Torero's recent successes on the
gridiron, but heis also attracting theattention
of several NFL teams.
Territo led the Toreros in total tackles last
year with 81, as well as in unassisted tackles
with 31. He also recorded three quarterback
sacks for a loss of 32 yards.
Territo, a graduate of Bishop Gorman High
School in Las Vegas, Nevada, wasa football
recruit of several community colleges, but
he came to USD to play baseball. An arm
injury dashed those intentions and he was
talked into playing football by another player
his sophomore year.
"There were a lot of expectationsfor me be
cause of my size and speed, but it took a little
while to adjust. I was thinking too much out
there, and I wasn't letting my instincts react,"
he said.
Although Territo was rusty, head coach
Brian Fogerty recognized his potential.
"He had the size and the speed, but you
could tell he wasn't used to playing in a
while. He's unusual in the sense that you just
don't get 6'3, 230 pound linebackers who
can move in Division III football too often."
The coaching staff originally intended for
Territo to be an outside linebacker, but an

injury to one of the inside backers in the
second game of his first year forced him into
action. He's been there ever since.
"I just love playing," Territo says, "I'm
pretty intense on the field, but 1' m not a mean
and nasty person. I'll hit a guy as hard as I
can, but I'll help him up afterwards."
Territo draws inspiration from the memory
of his mother, who passed away earlier this
year.
"She used to come to all of my games, so
now I like to think that she's still there
watching me. It's a personal kind of motiva
tion, I just want to do well for her."
According to Fogerty, Territo has assumed
a leadership role on this year's squad.
"We really didn't know where the leader
ship would come from this year. So far, the
younger players have been looking to Lenny
because of his experience." Territo and
teammate Daryl Jackson were voted cocaptains by the players.
Territo's future plans are still uncertain. He
has received letters from the Raiders and the
Falcons and phone calls from the 49ers and
the Browns. Territo is an academic senior,
but he still has one year of eligibility left at
USD should he choose to continue his colle
giate career.
"It's tough, coming from such a small school.
You never know how high you rank until
draft day. I'm just taking a wait and see
attitude right now. If something happens,

great. But right
now I'm concen
trating on getting
my degree, and
that's more im
portant."
Territo's per
sonal goals for
this year are to
lead the team in
tackles and be se
lected an AllAmerican, but
team goals, he
claims, always
come first. That
goal is to go 9-0.
Whether Territo
trys for the NFL,
or returns for an
other year at
USD, he wants to
have accom
plished one thing
from his Torero
career.
"I'd like to have
the feeling of
knowing I was
one of the best to
have ever played
here."

Lenny Territo #55 Junior ILB
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Soccer players face Dons Bay Area

Volleyball continues newly found success

continued from page 15
just five minutes remaining. Bianchi's was the firstplayer not
from San Diego to score for the Toreros this season.
USD's main offensive threat, Paul Gelvezon, left the game
early after receiving ahard foul that injured hisright thigh. He
is expected to play against USF, Friday. Gelvezon (7 goals,
and 3 assists) is currently 18th in the nation and 3rd in the
western region in scoring.
Freshmen goalkeeper Tom Tate recorded his sixth shutout
seaon and lowered his goals against average to0.813. Tate is
currently the fourth rankedgoalkeeper in the western region.
"As seniors, we realize how important it is to do well this
season. It being our last year, we make that extra effort that
the new players might not," said Bianchi. "We have a great
team this season and if we play with heart we will go along
way."
The Dons of USF(6-2-2) are the Toreros first WCC oppo
nent of the season. USF tied national power UCLA earlier
this season and defeated WCC perennial celler dweller
LMU, 2-0, last Monday.
USF's senior forward Marquis White is currenlty tied for
sixth the nationally in scoring with 8 goals and 5 assists for
21 points.
The Toreros next home game is against UC Berkely Octo
ber 3, at 4pm in Torero Stadium. USD defeated the Bears 62 in a 90 minute laugher.

Homecoming Football
game!!!
vs
Divison II power
UC Santa Barbara
October 13 at 1:30pm
In Torero Stadium

by Juan J. Alfonso
The University of San Diego women's volleyball
team closed the preseason by defeating the Alumni
team on Saturday, September22. TheToreros played
two difficult matchesagainst Cal State Fullerton and
Cal State Northridge before facing the Alumni.
US D won the first of these in straightgames but was
soundly defeated in the second match. The team cur
rently stands at 6-8.
The squad easily defeated Fullerton for the second
time this season. Overall, the Toreros played an
outstanding match winning it by the scores of 150,16-14, and 15-13. Andrea Bruns and Nikki Wal
lace had twelve kills each while Torril Purvis con
tributed to the defense with 14 digs. Sophomore
Maria Rickard also played an outstanding match
with eight kills and eight digs.
Coming off the victory, USD faced Cal State
Northridge at theSports Center. Although the Toreras played a fine match, they were ousted by their
opponents. Once again, sophomore Andrea Bruns
was an offensive weapon for USD with 15 kills and
four service aces.
When asked if she thought the Toreras stood a
chance at taking the WCC title, Bruns commented,
"Oh, yes. We're all very excited about it."
The squad will now open up league play at home
against Pepperdine on Friday, September 28. Pepperdine currently stands at 8-3 and they are the
defending league champions for thesecond consecu
tive year.
USD will play its second league match against
Loyola Marymount at theSports Center on Saturday
at 7:30pm.

photo by Chris McNulty

Past and present. USD Volleyball team easily defeated
the Torero Alumni last week.

MICRO-COMPUTER FAIR
Brought to you by:
Academic Computing
Associated Students/USD Bookstore
University Center Forum A and B
Thursday, October 4
10:00 am - 5:00pm
REPRESENTATIVES FROM:

IBM APPLE ZENITH MICROSOFT
WORDPERFECT SILICON BEACH/ALDUS
and other vendors
WILL BE ON HAND TO DISPLAY NEW PRODUCTS
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The Bench Warmer

Torero Athletes of the Week
C. Hardy Kalisher, with the help of Ted and John in the Sports Information
Office, will select the Torero Athletes of the Week every Monday.

Women's

Sports Trivia Five
1) What was the world record for a 100meter race before Ben Johnson had it
stripped away?
2) In 1988, Jose Canceco became the first
baseball ball player to hit 40 homers and
steal 40 bases in a season. Against what
team did he steal his 40lh base?
3) Will "The Thrill" Clark hit a homerun in
his first Major League at bat against what
pitcher?
4) In 1969, Willie Mays hit his 600lh
homerun, against San Diego pitcher Mike
Corkins. What slugger did Mays pinch hit
for?
5) What brand of shoes does Magic Johnson
wear while playing basketball?

Freshman standout Nikki Wallace helped
lead the University of San Diego women's
volleyball team to victory against CS Fullerton with 12 kills.
"Nikki is a raw talent with a lot of potential.
She will be used in many positions this year,"
commented headcoach Sue Hegerle-Snyder.
Wallace, a graduate of Antelope Valley
High School, was a two-time MVP in the
Golden League last year.

Men's
The University of San Diego football team
had their first shutout of the season against
the University of LaVerne and increased
their record to 3-0.
Sophomore defensive lineman Christian
Sirek led the Torero defense with six tackles
(two solo, four assists), two quarterback
sacks, and one tipped pass.
Sirek also had one quarterback hurry and
his two sacks were for -13 yards.

Answers to this week's trivia will appear in
next week's VISTA.
Answers to last week's trivia questions:
Nikki Wallace #10

1)6, Eddie Collins in 1912 2) 5 strikes and
7 balls 3) 43 4) Dallas Cowboys 5) Wimbleton -grass, US Open-hardcourt, Austra
lian Open-hardcourt, French Open-clay.

Christian Sirek #74

Bo and Hardy pick'em
Last week Season record Season %
Bo Rothwell
11-3
17-11
60%
Hardy Kalisher
9-5
18-10
64%

Chris Berman
Nicknames of the Week:

Home

Chuck "My Bags Please" Porter
Wally "Absorbine"Joyner

LA Raiders
San Diego
Kansas City
Buffalo
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
New England
NY Giants
Detroit
Phoenix
Minnesota
Seattle
Rams, Atlanta
N.Orleans, SF

"You Said it was your Birth
day"
Mike Schmidt is 41 on September 27
Rod Carew is 45 on October 1
Mark McGwire is 27 on October 1

Torero home game of the week:
USD Football vs Redlands September
29, 7:30pm

Did you know...?

Away

Rothwell

Kalisher

vs
vs

Chicago
Houston
Cleveland
Denver
Miami
Indianapolis
NY Jets
Dallas
Green Bay
Washington

VS

Tampa Bay

vs

Cincinnati
open date
open date

LA Raiders
Houston
Kansas City
Denver
Miami
Philadelphia
NY Jets
NY Giants
Detroit
Washington
Minnesota
Seattle

LA Raiders
Houston
Kansas City
Buffalo
Pittsburgh
Indianapolis
New England
NY Giants
Green Bay
Washington
Minnesota
Cincinnati

vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
vs
VS
VS

On September 27,1986, On his way to the
Heisman Trophy, Vinny Testaverde throws
for four touchdowns, three in the third
quarter, and completes 21 of 28 passes for
261 yards to lead the second-ranked Miami
Hurricanes toa 28-16 victory over the topranked Oklahoma Sooners.

Beer

(60oz. pitchers)

$2.75

(with this coupon)

1 block East of the Roller Coaster I
in Mssion Beach

Dona Marias
850 West Missson Bay Dr.
488-1414

I
I

Expires 10/6/90j

by Mike Spengler

tgHfeJock

lagf Talk
by C. Hardy Kalisher

Kids cheated by Pros
Many professional athletes are accused of
being greedy. Some critics say that profes
sional ball players are only playing for the
large seven figure paychecks. The athletes
say that they are just getting the money
they deserve.
There is nothing wrong with Jose Canceco
or Bo Jackson signing multi-million dollar
contracts. Owners pay these large salaries
because these superstars make a least that
much money for the team.
The Chicago Bulls' Michael Jordan is a
prime example of sucha player. If Chicago
is playing at home or on the road, every
game is a guaranteed sellout.
Before the million dollar contract, profes
sional athletes were not accused of playing
the game for the money. "Men playing a
boys' game" was the phrase used to de
scribe professional athletes. "Boys turning
into businessmen" would be more appro
priate for todays athletes.
These millionaires, many of whom are
practically kids themselves, are charging
young children money for autographs.
These athletes are greedy.
Every Little League baseball player
dreams of playing in the Show. The moti
vating factor is fame. Every young boy
dreams of signing autographs and having
his name in every newspaper.
Once these dreams become a reality, the
Daryl Strawberrys seem to forget why they
wanted to be professional ball players.
After the players have bought their big
house, new cars, and fancy clothes they
still have huge sums of money left over.
Yet, they will charge a ten year old kid up
to fifteen dollars for an autograph.
There are exceptional multi-millionaire
athletes who do not charge for autographs
and go out of their way to give a young fan
a lifetime memory. Dale Murphy and
Ozzie Smith are two such athletes.
But how can Eric Dickerson, a hero for
children everywhere, charge for auto
graphs? When young football fans do not
get the opportunity to catch Dickerson at
the game, they do the next best thing and
send him a letter requesting an autograph.
Dickerson, in return, sends a letter back
requesting five dollars for the autograph,
which in many cases are forged by a hired
autograph signer.
Professional athletes claim that they are
charging money for autographs because
they are trying to deter memorabilia collec
tors from selling the autographed baseball
cards, photos, bats, etc. for profit.
Some athletes will only sign a trading
card or photo if they can personalize it.
However, many of these same athletes get
payed as much as $10,000 to sign auto
graphs at memorabilia conventions.
Los Angeles Dodgers manager, Tommy
Lasorda, warns all his players that they
should sign autographs. When Lasorda was
a young boy heasked a young Major League
pitcher for an autograph and he was de
nied. Several years later, when Lasorda
was pitching in the Majors, he faced the
very same pitcher. When this pitcher was at
the plate Lasorda hurdled the ball at him,
missing by inches. Unfortunately for the
batter, the next pitch didn't miss its target.
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Volleyball's new format looks good
The new formal in Co-Rec Volleyball al
lows for a game of men's doubles and
women' s doubles followed by a mixed 4 X
4 games. Players seemed to have fun out on
the court andcertainly get much more play
ing time than usual.
In A-league KARCH's Revenge and Ka
mikaze hadnoproblemsadjusting. Itseems
like these players were made for the double's
action as they covered their court with ease.
It was no surprise that KARCH would
come out strong but who knew that Kami
kaze would put up such a tough fight. Jeff
Borja's (KARCH) jump serves in the men's
double's just couldn't be beat though Roh
Hegardt (Kamikaze) put in a few aces
himself. KARCH's lead continued with
Meg Estery pounding the ball into the ground
though Kelli Koening (Kamikaze) held her
own in the doubles game. When it came to
the final 4 X 4 it was a battle to the end with
Kamikaze keeping their defense together

and won themixed game. Overall KARCH
came out the victor in an exciting 42-37
match. IM Nuts had a much easier time as
they cranked out all 3 matches with a score
of 45-12. Carlo Ceja led the serving for IM
Nuts though Mark Bauman of Section A
tried to keep his team going. Watkins
worked their way to a 45-29 win with team
captain Dan Watkins hitting for their team
and both Laurie Martin and Maureen Laun
played strong all around. Their opponents
P-Tag kept the game close with the usual
kills by TarmoRoosild but it wasn't enough
to overcome Watkins team playing. The
men from Tight Sets easily gave them
selves a win over Heinz. Leaf Jensen
(Tight Sets) had 7 kills to give their team a
45-19 victory, though Pete Keup (Heinz)
put down a few kills himself.
Many of the B-league game also looked
strong. In the match of the week Pleasure
Principles took on Side Bar with the

continued on page 20

GET WET AND WILD

It's wet, it's wild, and it's coming to USD
starting Saturday, October 6. Innertube
Water Polo is truly one of the most recrea
tional of all the IM Sports. 4 men and 3
women play water polo while sitting in an in
nertube and soaking up that good old Califor
nia sun.
Due to the increasing popularity of this
sport, innertube water polo has moved to

Speed Soccer Starts in September
Ready for speed soccer?
Next Tuesday night speed soccer starts
"under the lights" on the Softball field. This
year, fifth year senior A1Li(nd?)berg claims,
might very well be the end of an era. With
old-timers like Mark Thiebach and Eric
Deutch on their last legs and an outstanding
Freshman class, this seems like a safe state
ment. The Big Question of the year: Will
Nick "the hack" Lizalde come away with
another championship withoutimproving the
quality of his team?
Another area of doubt is the status of
women's soccer. The IM department hopes
the impovement of the women's club team
and the efforts of Marcy Ayers and Tara
Allgood will provide a strong league.

Saturdays so that more teams can be accom
modated. If you wish to sign-up a team
simply due so at the captains meeting on
Wednesday, October 3rd at 5:30pm. If you
wish to be placed on a team, attend the free
agents' meeting on Tuesday, October 2nd
also at 5:30pm.
Either way, join in on the fun! Play IM

TENNIS ANYONE?
If its Fall, it must be timefor IM Doubles
Team Tennis. The IM format allows for
each player to play a set of singles as well
as a set of doubles. The team that wins the
most games wins the match.
Six separate divisions will be offered
this season: Men's A and B, Women's A
and B, and Co-Rec A and B. All inter
ested players should attend the captain's
meeting on Wednesday, October 3rd at
6:00pm.
If you can play on Monday, Tuesday, or
Wednesday evenings, sign-up to play
Doubles Tennis and join in on the fun!

Floor Hockey Preview
Now that some of the off-season transac
tions have been made public, it is a little
easier to place some rankings on this year's
contenders. Two of last years top three did
some heavy dealing over the summer. Chris
"the weasel" Bernhoft went as far as the East
Coast to pick up Glenn Bartolini and Glenn
Yannatta, two of last year's premiere play
ers. This duo along with a couple of midwesterners, could be the missing link to put
Team Morris (aka Pod) back on top again,
as long as John Gillis is able to hold down the
goaltending situation.
Team Weasel also made some very valu
able acquisitions this fall by picking up some
oflastyear'schampionshipfinalists from the
Rats. The Rats which have been a spring

team due to schedule conflicts decided again
not to field a team by some of the players just
couldn't wait that long. Tom Halmos, Tony
Carnevale, Luke Gaughn, and Vince Bianchi
have decided to play with Team Weasel to
form what looks to be a very tough roster.
But these two have some others that could
prove to be very tough. Todd Fatone, for
merly of the Rats has started a new club
which will be a team to reckoned with. Fatone has been to the finals before and know
what it takes to get there again. We'll just
have to wait and see if he can put it all
together.
Pete Celeste and brothers will try to get
Sigma Chi back on track and make a run at
the finals. Phi Kappa Theta will also be c

continued on page 20

IM DISTINCTIONS
Week of September 17-23

SPECIAL EVENTS CALENDER
MEN'S SOFTBALL
Game of the Week: Phi Kappa Theta vs
Long Balls
Team of the Week: Koozer's Dells
Player of the Week: John Gillis (Godfa
thers)
Co-Rec Softball
Game of the Week: Sunday Sleepers vs
Freeloaders
Team of the Week: Rolling Donuts
Male Player of the Week: D.J. Staricka
(Sunday Sleepers)
Female Player of the Week: Heather
Lamberson (Rolling Donuts)
Co-Rec (A) Volleyball
Game of the Week: KARCH vs KAMI
KAZE
Team of the Week: Kamikaze
Male player of the Week: Kan Watkins
(Watkins)
Female Player of the Week: Kelli
Koenig (Kamikaze)
Co-Rec (B) Volleyball
Game of the Week: Sidebar vs Pleasure
Principles
Team of the Week: Sidebar
Male Player of the Week: Juan Molina
(Sidebar)
Female Player of the Week: Robyn
Waverly (TOHQ9)

In addition to the many leagues being of
fered this semester, the IM department will
also be running five one-day special events
to insure that your weekends are full of
recreational activities(refer
to Campus
Recreation Magazine or call x4533 for entry
fee ad entry due date):
EVENT
Homecoming
-Scramble Golf
Homecoming
-Canyon Run
Beach
Volleyball
Powder Puff
Football
Bowling

Saturday, Oct 13
Sunday, Oct 21
Sunday, Novl 1
Friday, Nov 16

IM REMINDER II: Entries for Co-rec
Innertube Water Polo and Doubles Team
Tennis arc due Wednesday, October 3.

M L1)11 M 12" C H E E S E

MENTION COUPON
WHEN ORDERING

Friday, Oct.12

IM REMINDER: NO ID, NO PLAY!
Please remember to bring your USD ID or
alumni facility use pass to your first game.

coupon expires1US/90

.

PLAYING DAY
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till mionign
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Co-Rec softball season starts with a bang
The men took full advantage of the new
12 inch ball as drives were flying out of the
park on a regular basis. The season got
underway with #3 Staff Infection holding
off a pesky Al's Coholics. After a slow
start, Al's Coholics took a 4-3 lead in the
top of the 5th on Mike Peilluca's two run
homer. However, Staff Infection strung
together six consecutive hits in the bottom
of the inning and scored six times to win it
going away 10-4.
The Rolling Donuts scored the easiest
victory of the day, as they used a 7-run 4th
to put away Clueless 14-4. Kurt Hildebrant, Brian Dorsey,and Mike Newby each
homered and Heather Lamberson added
three singles to achieve this year's first
mercy rule. Kanny Fitzgerald homered in
a losing cause.

The final game of the day provided our
most exciting contest as Sunday Sleepers
and Freeloaders engaged in a seesaw battle.
Marty Munn gave the Sleepers their first
lead with a two-run shot to rightcenterfield.
Solo shots by Hector Luna Neil Greer and
Mark Reany helped the Freeloaders jump
back in front. The Sleepers then turned
four hits and an error into three runs and a
5-3 lead going into the sixth. Not to be
outdone, the Freeloaders bounced back to
take a 6-5 lead into the bottom of the 7th.
Tony Carnevale then led off the bottom of
the inning with a homerun to straight away
center. After Robin Waverly reached sec
ond on an errant throw, shortstop D.J. "the
vacuum" Staricka belted the winning and
final homerun of the day to give the Sun
day Sleepers an 8-6 victory.

Men's softball is back

If you missed it live, here is a quick run
down of the events that took place this past
Sunday on the softball field.
In A-league, #1 ranked Godfathers cruised
to a 13-6 victory over Yeah Right. For the
G odfathers, John Gillis was 2 for 2 with two
homeruns, one being a Grand Slam. Brendan
Murphy poked a Grand Slam, and Steve
Cascuippo stroked a two run blast. For Yeah
Right Mark M'Grath hit a two run shot. In
other A-league action we had the game to
decide who is #2. 8 Around the Mound
squeezed by the Knight Stalkers 10-6. Alan
Trafton and Rob Sparks had solo homeruns
and Scott Morris got an inside the park hom
erun. Eric Brown got 3 RBI'sonathreerun
blast to right field. Sigma Chi shutdown the
comeback of the all new and improved
Bringin the Wood team by spanking them
10-2. For Sigma Chi, Stan Maculuso had a

IM Participants enjoy new Vollyball outlook

Hockey Begins
continued from page 19
looking to knock off the others, but without
Jim Morrison, who is out with a broken leg,
they will need someone to put the ball in the
net for them.
In B-league action it is a toss up with many
new teams. Spencer Brown's Scratch My
Pucks is a dark horse that mightsurprise a lot
of people. SMP, formerly Sigma Pi has
added Sam Spinello and Joe O'Rourke, two
up and coming prospects who could have the
tools to make this team lough.

continued from page 19
doubles team of Peter Duncan and Mike
Buckley gaining a 15-12 lead for Pleasure
Principles. But the women's game went
easily to Side Bar. The final game went to
a close 16-14 with Side Bar edging out in
front with a final score of 43-37. TOHO 9
jumped ahead in the Womens doubles with a
15-3 score. But it was quite a turnaround
once the men started playing. Jay Treato led
Rafael to a 15-6 win but in the final game
TOHO 9 got things together for a 36-3 win
with Robyn Wverly and Tracy Spangler
(TOHO 9) pulling it through It Takes Four
walked through their games 45-8 over ISO
Falcons. Bronwen Jones (It takes Four)
served ace after ace and Larry Close put

*19,895
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down the kills but Evjin Hivang (ISO Fal
cons) made a good effort on the court. Hang
Time also had an easy 45-16 win over the
Lounge Lizards. Both Kevin Hanano (Hang
Time) and Christine Cranmer (Lounge Liz
ards) had some great playing on the court.
Lasdy the free agents had 4 teams with 2
looking very strong. FA 1 went up against
FA 4 with Kristen Krecht (FA1) serving her
team to a 42-26 win. Free Agents 4 pulled
out the men's doubles but it wasn' t enough to
win the game.
FA 2 led by Jerry Morris cruised over FA 3
with a 45-12 win. Grace Heckendorf and
Morris are the ones to watch.

3 hit day and Rob Basile and Tim Karre each
had 2 hits. The Wood got 1 hit a piece from
Sean Parks, David Nimeth, Vance Johston
and Tom McLaughlin. In the final A league
action Phi Kappa Theta pulled out a 6-5
victory over Long Balls. Jim Revis got 3 hits
to lead the Phi Kaps while Enrique Miry teran
had a homerun and a double in the loss.
In B league action Despies Delts crushed
the MBA Mashers 15-4. Greg Leary and
Alan Lewis each had homeruns to pave the
way for a win. Dave Martin was the only
bright spot stroking a 3 run blast in the loss.
An D Reamus worked Krush-ball 15-7.
Each batter sent to the plate scored at least
once for An D Reamus, In the final B-league
action Koozers Delts got by M urphy's Law
9-6. Prebie and Janikowski each had 2 hits to
lead the way in the win.

SUBWAY GAME OF THE WEEK
DATE: Sunday, Sept 30
TIME: 3:00pm
SPORT: Co-Rec Volleyball
MATCH-UP: #1 KARCH's Revenge vs
#2 IM Nuts
In a week where there will be several key
games played none may be more important
than the one taking place Sunday at 3:00pm.
With the defending champs,Six Pack Rats,
not being what they used to be, the best two
volleyball teams may just be KARCH's
Revenge and IM NUTS. After Sunday, the
winner will have the #1 ranking and a certifi
cate for a three foot party sandwich from
Subway.

ALUMINUM CANS

i

Blue Domes in the Valley and Alcala Vista Apartments.
Receptacles in Olin Hall, School of Nursing, Harmon Hall,
behind the Deli and on the bridge between Camino and
Founders.
CLEAR GLASS

White Domes behind Desales Hall, in the Valley, and Alcala
Vista apartments. Receptacles behind the Deli, on the
bridge between" Camino and Founders.
COLORED GLASS

Green Domes East side Desales Hall, in the Valley and
Alcala Vista apartmens. Receptacles around the deli.
NEWSPAPER

Crossroads, Palomar Lounge and North side of Immaculata
WHITE OFFICE PAPER

Boxes in offices and copy rooms. No staples!!!
•Plus tax, license, and doc fees.
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CORNES MOTORS
ALFA ROMEOFERRARI»ROLLS-ROYCE«BENTLEY
9010 Miramar Road*(619) 578-8600

NO TRASH PLEASE!!!
IDEAS/SUGGESTIONS CALL 4536

Collectors item #0002 - Clip and save or Recycle

